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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Multiscale imaging and machine-learning approaches to investigate 

cardiovascular and metabolic diseases 

 

by 

 

Chih-Chiang Chang 

Doctor of Philosophy in Bioengineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2021 

Professor Tzung Hsiai, Chair 

Abstract  

Cardiovascular and correlated metabolomic diseases remain the leading cause of 

death in the United States and around the world. Three-dimensional (3-D) and real-time 

imaging techniques for investigating cardiovascular physiology and pathology 

mechanisms remain a significant challenge. In this thesis, I first introduce advanced light-

sheet microscopy that enables multi-dimensional and multi-scale imaging via illuminating 

specimens with a thin sheet of the laser. This imaging strategy allows rapid data 

acquisition with a high spatiotemporal resolution, minimal photo-bleaching, and photo-

toxicity. Its multiscale capability also empowers us to image and investigate the 

cardiovascular physiology and pathology at the scales from zebrafish embryos to adult 

mouse hearts and even human organs. Secondly, the custom-build light-sheet system 

was established and optimized to investigate the retinas in the embryonic mouse model. 
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By combining light-sheet with tissue-clearing and computational quantification, we 

revealed the 3-D retinal microvascular network including primary (inner) and secondary 

(outer) plexuses as well as the vertical sprouts bridging the two plexuses. Whereas, in an 

oxygen-induced retinopathy (OIR) mouse model, we demonstrated preferential 

obliteration of the secondary plexus and bridging vessels with a relatively unscathed 

primary plexus. Using clustering coefficients and Euler numbers, we computed the local 

versus global vascular connectivity. While local connectivity was preserved, the global 

vascular connectivity in OIR retinas was significantly reduced. Overall, the application of 

3-D LSFM images coupled with computational quantification provides vascular insights 

into OIR, with translational significance for developing therapeutic interventions to prevent 

visual impairment. Thirdly, we developed electrical impedance tomography (EIT) as a 

non-invasive and portable detection method for fatty infiltrate in the liver. Since non-

alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is still endemic in developed countries and is one of 

the most common causes of cardiometabolic diseases, there is an unmet clinical need 

for non-invasive and cost-effective monitoring of fatty liver disease. The current gold 

diagnosis standard is liver biopsy which is prone to bleeding and has the risk of 

complications and sampling errors. Using acquired voltage data and the reconstruction 

algorithm for the EIT imaging, we computed the absolute conductivity distribution of the 

abdomen in 2-D. We performed correlation analyses to compare the individual EIT 

conductivity vs. MRI PDFF. Our results demonstrated that EIT conductivity (S·m-1) is 

inversely correlated with the MRI proton-density fat fraction percentage (PDFF%) in the 

liver. This inverse correlation holds promises for developing non-invasive and portable 

liver EIT for early detection of fatty liver content in overweight individuals. 
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Introduction 
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Light-Sheet imaging and application in cardiovascular research 

The advent of three-dimensional imaging of biological organisms and tissues provides  

a fundamental basis for cardiovascular research. To unravel the cardiovascular 

morphogenesis, differentiation, proliferation, and regeneration, require high 

spatiotemporal resolution with deep tissue penetration to visualize the dynamic events. 

Conventional optical microscopes are limited by low tissue penetration and small working 

distance, prohibiting the capability of long-term live imaging that requires rapid data 

acquisition to minimize photobleaching and phototoxicity to the specimens [1-3]. Unlike 

confocal and wide-field microscopy (Fig 1), LSFM has the capacity to localize 4-D (3-D 

spatial + 1-D time or spectra) cellular phenomena with multiple fluorescence channels [3-

6]. The unique operation of LSFM resides in the orthogonal optical pathway. It applies 

two separate sets of lenses for illumination and detection through its selective plane 

excitation (usually through the cylindrical lens) and offers several distinct advantages 

including: 1) rapid data acquisition, 2) deep axial resolution, 3) large dynamic range, 4) 

reduced photobleaching, and 5) large 3D structure reconstruction. In our light-sheet 

microscopy setup, we applied objective lenses with a low numerical aperture integrated 

with cylindrical lenses to generate a sheet of light for scanning across the sample. While 

a stack of images is acquired by moving the sample in a stepwise fashion along the 

detection axis, the axial resolution of the sample is dominated by the thickness of the 

light-sheet but not limited by the objective of the detection lens as conventional 

microscope like confocal or wide-field microscope. Thus, our light-sheet fluorescent 

microscopy system introduces deep-tissue penetration, high-spatiotemporal resolution, 

and minimal photobleaching. Our group has demonstrated the capacity of light-sheet 

imaging to uncover both mechanical and structural phenotypes in the cardiovascular 
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systems in both zebrafish and mice [3, 5-8]. In this thesis, we developed and optimized 

the light-sheet microscope for imaging embryonic mouse retinas. We demonstrated the 

unscathed 3-D retinal microvascular network undergoing hyperoxia-induced obliteration 

from the secondary (outer) plexus to the vertical sprouts provided new network insights 

into OIR-associated vascular obliteration, with translational significance for investigating 

therapeutic interventions to prevent visual impairment. 

 

Electrical Impedance Tomography for Liver Fat Content Quantification 

Biological tissues store charge and have a frequency-dependent electrical impedance (Z)  

in response to applied alternating current (AC). At low frequencies, the lipid-bilayers 

impede the current flow, resulting in high conductivity, whereas, at high frequency, the 

bilayers serve as imperfect capacitors, resulting in tissue- and fluid-dependent impedance. 

This impedimetric property provides the basis for applying the Electrical Impedance 

Tomography (EIT) to measure tissue-specific conductivity, morphology, and volume [9-

11]. Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is a non-invasive medical imaging technique 

to reconstruct the conductivity image based on the tissue electrical properties derived 

from surface electrode measurements. Over the past few decades, EIT has seen ever-

increasing medical imaging applications including cardiopulmonary, breast tissue, brain 

function as well as pulmonary disease and respiratory monitoring in clinical settings [11-

13]. Although EIT is commonly used in medical applications, there is a paucity of work 

applying the EIT to target the screening of Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD). Our 

group previously has shown the feasibility of EIT to quantify the fat contents in animal 

models including pigs and rabbits [14]. In this thesis, we recruited overweight subjects 

(BMI>25) to undergo liver 3T MRI scans, followed by the portable EIT belts measurement. 
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MRIs were acquired to provide the a priori knowledge of the liver boundary condition to 

solve the inverse problem for EIT reconstruction. We further compared and validated the 

subject-specific EIT conductivity with the liver MRI proton-density fat fraction (PDFF) as 

a reference standard for fatty liver infiltrate. We reveal that the correlation between liver 

EIT conductivity or MRI PDFF with demographics is statistically insignificant, whereas 

liver EIT conductivity is inversely correlated with MRI PDFF. In short, EIT conductivity 

provides a portable method for operator-independent and cost-effective detection of 

hepatic steatosis. 
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Figure 1. Comparison between different imaging modalities. 
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CHAPTER II 

 

Advanced microscopy to elucidate cardiovascular injury and regeneration: 4D 

light-sheet imaging 

 

Baek, K.I*., Ding, Y*., Chang, C.C*., Chang, M., Packard, R.R.S., Hsu, J.J., Fei, P. and 

Hsiai, T.K  

* Equal contribution. 

 

This chapter is reproduced from the review article published in Progress in Biophysics 

and Molecular Biology, 2018, 138; 105-115 and approved by the co-authors. 
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Introduction 

Zebrafish (Danio rerio) share conserved cardiovascular developmental signaling 

pathways with mammals, providing a genetically tractable model in developmental 

research, drug screening, and heart failure studies 1-5. Zebrafish embryos are optically 

transparent, allowing for real-time visualization of structural and functional phenotypes 2, 

6. Their small size and short developmental stages facilitate high-throughput genetic, 

epigenetic, and pharmaceutical analyses 7, 8. Although mammalian models including mice 

exhibit the capacity of tissue regeneration during the early stage of development, 

zebrafish demonstrate structural recovery in response to anatomical amputation, 

chemotherapy, or redox active ultrafine particles (UFP, diameter < 0.2 μm) in air pollutants 

2. In this review, we introduce our novel imaging technique using our custom-built light-

sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) to elucidate zebrafish models of cardiovascular 

injury and regeneration. We highlight the pathological effects of ambient UFP exposure 

underlying impaired Notch transcriptional activation complex to promote vascular 

regeneration 9. Furthermore, we introduce a novel flow-responsive mechano-metabolic 

pathway implicated in vascular regeneration 10. 

1. Light-sheet imaging to study cardiovascular regeneration  

Live imaging has transformed biomedical sciences by permitting visualization and 

analysis of dynamic cellular processes as they occur in their native contexts 11-13. 

Conventional methods continue to be useful, but the pursuit of new biological insights 

often requires higher spatiotemporal resolution in ever-larger, intact samples and, 

crucially, a gentle touch, such that biological processes continue unhindered. Although 

confocal microscopy improves spatial resolution and image contrast, using the same path 

for both illumination and fluorescence detection leads to intensive photo-bleaching and 
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photo-toxicity with limited penetration depth (100-150 μm) 14, 15. Multi-photon microscopy 

utilizes an infrared mode-locked laser as the illumination source and reaches up to 1 mm 

penetration depth 16, 17, but requires a high numerical aperture (NA > 0.7) and a short 

laser pulse with a long wavelength. On account of these limitations, LSFM splits the paths 

so that the illumination plane is perpendicular to the detection angle. Therefore, 

fluorescence is emitted from the selective focal plane, and only a few fluorescent 

molecules are excited in the micrometer thickness of the light-sheet.  

In comparison to conventional microscopy, LSFM integrates several distinct advantages 

18, 19. (1) LSFM exposes the specimens to at least three orders of magnitude less light 

energy than confocal and multi-photon fluorescence microscopes over conventional 

excitation, thus greatly reducing photo-bleaching and photo-toxicity by two to five orders 

of magnitude 20-22. In the absence of a pinhole, the loss of energy efficiency of the 

illumination beam is not more than 5% after transmission through the lenses and mirrors 

to scan a plane of sample. (2) LSFM allows for illuminating the desired sample area, 

significantly increasing signal efficiency and axial resolution. The thickness of the light-

sheet generated by the illumination lens is the major determinant of the axial resolution 

whereas the axial resolution of other optical microscopes is predominately determined by 

the NA of the detection lens. (3) LSFM enables rapid imaging at 100 frames/sec (~400 

megapixels/sec) after applying a sCMOS or CCD camera with a large dynamic range, far 

more than the 10 megapixels/sec of confocal or multi-photon microscopy. (4) LSFM also 

provides higher signal-to-noise ratio which is over 100:1, while that of confocal 

microscopy is 60:1 and multi-photon microscopy is only 10:1. LSFM for the present 

experimental data set was carried out on previously developed systems (Fig. 1A) 3, 23-28. 
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The detection path, including an objective lens (10x/0.25, Nikon), a tube lens (ITL 200, 

Thorlabs), and switchable optical filters (Semrock, NewYork, USA), was placed 

orthogonal to the illumination plane for collecting fluorescence signals (Fig. 1B1-2). Digital 

images were recorded with a high frame rate by using two scientific CMOS cameras 

(ORCA-Flash4.0 V2, Hamamatsu, Japan) for dual-channel detection (Fig. 1B3). A diode-

pumped solid-state laser containing four wavelengths of 405 nm, 473 nm, 532 nm, and 

589 nm (Laserglow Technologies, Toronto, Canada) was used as the illumination source 

(Fig. 1B4). Three common light-sheet configurations were generated to illuminate the 

embryonic zebrafish heart (150–250 μm), adult zebrafish heart (500–1500 μm), and 

neonatal mouse heart (3000–5000 μm) (Fig.1C1). The confocal region of the light-sheet 

was used as a uniform planar illumination and was finely stretched to cover the 

sample’s transverse dimension (Fig.1C2). The extent of axial projection was directly 

imaged at the waist of the light-sheet by the profiler, and the confocal range was further 

reconstructed by stacking the projections (Fig. 1C2). The thickness of the light-sheet, 

defined as the axial full width at half maximum (FWHM) value of the beam waist, was 

measured at ~5 μm for the embryonic zebrafish heart (i), ~9 μm for the adult zebrafish 

heart (ii), and ~18 μm for the neonatal mouse heart (iii) (Fig. 1C1-2). The lateral confocal 

regions with respect to these three axial extents were profiled (Fig. 1C2 i-iii). The 

detection objectives were 10x/0.3 (Plan Fluor, Nikon, Japan) for the embryonic 

zebrafish heart, 4x/0.13 (Plan Fluor, Nikon, Japan) for the adult zebrafish heart, and 

1x/0.25 (MVX10, Olympus, Japan) for the neonatal mouse heart to capture the full 

region-of-interest (ROI). Once the thickness of the light-sheet for excitation and the 

objective lens for detection were determined, the lateral and axial resolution for each 

configuration could be obtained by measuring the point spread function (PSF). The 
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fluorescent point source (polystyrene beads) was imaged by applying the 

aforementioned three light-sheet configurations and demonstrated the lateral and axial 

resolution by measuring the FWHMs from x-y, x-z, and y-z plane images (Fig. 1C3).   

LSFM has the capacity to localize the 4D cellular phenomena with multi-fluorescence 

channels to study cardiovascular development and regeneration. Unlike commercial 

systems, including the ASI iSPIM, Zeiss Z.1, Leica SP8 and LaVision Ultramicroscope. 

Our multi-scale LSFM strategy is capable of rapid imaging acquisition to elucidate 

mechanisms of vascular regeneration after injury in the zebrafish cardiovascular system. 

In comparison with the ASI iSPIM, Zeiss Z.1 and Leica SP8 29-32, we applied dry objective 

lenses with long-working distances to provide a large field-of-view. We further 

implemented a cylindrical lens to reshape the Gaussian beam to achieve high 

spatiotemporal resolution without the need for laser scanning the contracting heart 4, 27. 

In addition, our system minimizes photo-bleaching and photo-toxicity due to the planar 

illumination 4. In contrast to the LaVision Ultramicrope optimized for mouse brain 33, our 

LSFM system enables live imaging of zebrafish embryos. Furthermore, our custom-built 

system adapts a retrospective synchronization algorithm to reconstruct contracting 

embryonic hearts in 4D 27. We have also demonstrated a resolution-enhancement method 

for using the objective lenses with low NA objectives, allowing for multi-scale imaging with 

a large field-of-view 34. For these reasons, our custom-built LSFM has the capacity to 

perform the image-guided study for cardiovascular regeneration.  

However, the main limitation of LSFM reside in photon scattering or absorption in the 

setting of imaging acquisition of large specimens (such as the rodent heart) or interfacing 

with mismatching refractive indices (from inadequate tissue clearing). Other limitations 
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include the effect of out-of-focus light to reduce the signal-to-noise ratio. As a result of 

absorption, refraction, and scattering of coherent light within the tissue, these limitations 

generate stripe or shadow artifacts to attenuate the image. The lateral resolution of LSFM 

is lower than that of confocal imaging by the factor of √2 when the same objectives are 

used 35. The advantages and disadvantages among the different optical modalities are 

summarized in Table 1.  

1.1. Light-sheet imaging with automated segmentation method to analyze 

doxorubicin-induced cardiac injury and regeneration  

In adult zebrafish, regenerating myocardium electrically couples with uninjured 

myocardium 36, providing a conserved cardiomyopathy model 37. Precise assessment of 

cardiac ventricular architecture remains an imaging challenge due to the small size of the 

heart. The advent of the chemical clearing method enabled multi-scale imaging of hearts 

from zebrafish embryos (hundreds of μm in diameter) to adult fish (1-2 mm in diameter) 

24, 26. In the setting of a simplified tissue clearing method using benzyl alcohol-benzyl 

benzoate (BABB) to improve laser penetration and to achieve optical transparency, we 

visualized volumetric changes of cardiac morphology in adult zebrafish in response to 

doxorubicin-induced cardiac toxicity by combining light-sheet illumination with a 

customized automated segmentation method based on histogram analysis (Fig. 2A). 

Doxorubicin is an anthracycline agent that is commonly used in chemotherapy regimens 

for patients with a variety of cancers, and it is well known to cause cardiac injury, often 

limiting its use clinically 38. The transgenic Tg(cmlc2:GFP) zebrafish line was used to 

visualize ventricular remodeling after doxorubicin chemotherapy. The detection 

objective is imaged through the liquid-air interface where it is introduced to a spherical 
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aberration-based PSF extension 39. The section thickness (1-5 μm) of mechanical 

scanning was determined based on the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, while image 

acquisition was done with an exposure time of between 10-50 ms. Thus, the spatial 

resolution of the LSFM in cross-section varied from 1 μm to 10 μm, while the waist ω0 

ranged from 2 to 9 μm. Reconstructed image stacks underwent alpine interpolation and 

iterative 3D deconvolution to compensate under-sampling of the camera and to prevent 

blurred images. A 4-step automated image segmentation process was then applied to the 

input images for precise assessment of the structural reorganization of the adult zebrafish 

heart, as previously described 3. Cardiac volumes assessed with automated 

segmentation were quantitatively compared following 3, 30, and 60 days of doxorubicin 

treatment (Fig. 2B). Our present data revealed 3 days of doxorubicin treatment led to 

global cardiac injury and resulted in the reduction of both endocardial and myocardial 

volumes, followed by ventricular remodeling at day 30, and complete regeneration and 

restoration of normal architecture at day 60. Furthermore, the automated segmentation 

method established a well-defined structure of the atrium, ventricle, and bulbus arteriosus, 

revealing ventricular trabeculae and ultrastructure (Fig. 3A-B, D). The computation of the 

angle between the atrio-ventricular (AV) valves and ventricular-bulbar (VB) valves 

permitted precise assessment, including the ventricular inflow (dotted yellow line) and 

outflow path (solid yellow line) (Fig. 3C). Our results accentuate the suitability of light-

sheet imaging combined with automated segmentation as a high-throughput method to 

monitor 3D cardiac ultrastructural changes in adult zebrafish, with translational 

implications to drug discovery and modifiers of chemotherapy-induced cardiomyopathy.  

 

1.2. LSFM to study mechano-transduction and vascular dynamics 
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With the use of the transgenic Tg(flk1:GFP; Gata1:Ds-red) zebrafish line which drives of 

the expressions of VEGFR2 as well as erythrocytes, we simultaneously detected 

circulating erythrocytes and demonstrated flow-mediated vascular regeneration. Our 

previous study established a zebrafish tail amputation model to seek mechanisms 

underlying vascular regeneration after injury 10. The posterior tail segments of the 

embryos were amputated with a sterilized surgical scalpel under a stereomicroscope and 

immobilized with low melting agarose in a fluorinated ethylene propylene tube to achieve 

a uniform refractive index for fluorescence detection. Imaging cellular dynamics across 

large specimens requires high spatiotemporal resolution, uniform light-sheet thickness 

and low photo-bleaching/-toxicity. LSFM enables image acquisition of dynamic 

biophysical and biochemical activities such as blood flow or a beating heart at > 100 

frames/sec. The precise alignment of dual-channel detection of LSFM further allows us 

to concurrently acquire the structure of the vasculature and circulating erythrocytes to 

perform 2D particle imaging velocimetry (PIV) in the dorsal aorta (DA) (Fig. 4A-E). The 

tail amputation model with LSFM offers a flexible platform to study hemodynamic 

regulation on endothelial vascular regeneration (Fig. 4F-G), providing an entry point to 

study mechano-transduction in a low Reynolds number system (Re: 100 ~ 1000). Besides, 

LSFM imaging has also been implemented in various developmental studies, such as 4D 

reconstruction of contracting zebrafish hearts 18, 27, time-lapse imaging of neural activity 

and cell lineages in Drosophila 40-44, C. elegans 32, zebrafish 19, 30, 45-49 and mice 50. Unique 

characteristics of LSFM permit long-term imaging of cardiovascular regeneration and 

development. In comparison to the aforementioned studies, visualization of the periodic 

contractions of the embryonic heart requires either a 4D synchronization algorithm 18, 28, 
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51 or a volumetric imaging method, while capturing dynamic blood flow in 4D is still 

underway.  

2. Zebrafish tail amputation model to study vascular regeneration after injury 

2.1. Exposure to ambient UFP reveals importance of Notch signaling for vascular 

regeneration 

Ambient particulate matter (PM2.5) in air pollutants is an emerging epigenetic factor in 

promoting endothelial dysfunction 52, 53. Recent epidemiological studies have consistently 

supported that PM2.5 exposure results in elevated risk of cancer, respiratory diseases, 

and cardiovascular defects during development 54-59. UFP are a major sub-fraction of 

PM2.5 and comprise a mixture of highly reactive organic chemicals 60 and transition metals 

54, 61-63. Exposure to UFP promotes Jun amino-terminal kinase (JNK) expression to 

produce a reactive oxygen species (ROS), thereby increasing vascular oxidative stress, 

and is also implicated in NF-B-mediated inflammatory responses that induce 

atherosclerosis and vascular calcification 54, 62-67.  

The Notch signaling pathway is an evolutionarily conserved intracellular signaling 

pathway intimately involved in  cell-fate determination 68-72 and regulates initial sprout 

formation during angiogenesis 73-80. Upon ligand binding, Notch receptors undergo 

proteolytic cleavages to release the Notch Intracellular Cytoplasmic Domain (NICD) under 

regulation of a disintegrin and metalloproteinases (ADAM) family. Following translocation 

to the nucleus, NICD forms a transcriptional activation complex to induce downstream 

Notch target genes, including Hairy and enhancer of split-1 (Hes1) and gridlock 68. 

Ablation of Notch1 is associated with developmental retardation resulting in embryonic 

lethality, whereas dysregulated Notch1 activity in endothelial cells induces aberrant 

proliferation, resulting in a hyperplastic vascular network 81. Missense mutation of the 
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Notch3 gene underlies the development of the degenerative vascular disease known as 

Cerebral Autosomal-Dominant Arteriopathy with Subcortical Infarcts and 

Leukoencephalopathy (CADASIL) 82. 

To investigate whether UFP mitigate Notch-mediated vascular regeneration, we 

crossbred the Notch reporter transgenic fish Tg(tp1:GFP) with the Tg(flk1:mCherry) line 

to image Notch activity-mediated vascular regeneration. The Epstein-Barr Virus terminal 

protein 1 (tp1) reporter contains two Notch-responsive elements on the Rbp-Jҡ binding 

sites for NICD, thereby reporting regional Notch1b activation 27. The control group 

developed vascular regeneration and formed a loop between the DA and the dorsal 

longitudinal anastomotic vessel (DLAV) with prominent endothelial Notch activity (as 

visualized in yellow) on the site of injury at 3 days post amputation (dpa). On the other 

hand, UFP exposure resulted in significant reduction of vascular endothelial Notch activity 

followed by disrupted vascular network formation on the injured site. The ADAM10 

inhibitor, GI254023X, which inhibits proteolytic activation of the Notch receptor, 

recapitulated Notch-mediated impaired vascular regeneration. To further investigate 

whether the reduction of Notch signaling is associated with vascular impairment after the 

injury, we constructed dominant-negative Notch1b (DN-Notch1b) mRNA that attenuated 

Notch signaling by 96%. Approximately 75% of Notch-knockdown embryos underwent 

aberrant vascular regeneration and network formation, exhibiting embryonic lethality at 5 

dpa. NICD mRNA micro-injection as a means to up-regulate Notch signaling restored 

UFP-, ADAM10 inhibitor-, and DN-Notch1b mRNA- attenuated Notch activity and 

consequent vascular regeneration. By using our well-established zebrafish tail 

amputation model, we provide a molecular basis to assess the effects of UFP on 

endothelial function for vascular regeneration (Fig. 5).  
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Epidemiological studies consistently support a link between maternal exposure to air 

pollutants and increased risk of congenital cardiovascular diseases 58. UFP in air 

pollutants are the products of incomplete combustion from urban environmental sources, 

including diesel trucks and gasoline vehicles, and are enriched by elemental and 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons 19. Their large surface-to-volume ratio increases 

potential absorption to the pulmonary and cardiovascular systems 83-85. UFP exposure 

via inhalation facilitates plasma lipid metabolite production and increases high-density 

lipoprotein oxidant capacity to accelerate atherosclerosis in LDLR-null mice 65. UFP 

exposure further regulates atherogenic lipid metabolites and promotes macrophage 

infiltration in the intestine 19, where the composition of the micro-biota is altered to elevate 

atherogenic lipid metabolite levels. The emerging role of redox-sensitive micro-RNAs 

(miRs) have been implicated in cellular proliferation 86, 87. PM2.5 have been reported to 

modulate the levels of a number of miRNAs, including miR-223 and miR-375 88-90. 

Therefore, UFP could regulate the level of miRs for Notch inhibition 91.  

Nevertheless, the mechanism underlying endothelial proliferation and vascular 

regeneration remains elusive due to the demand of high spatial and temporal resolution 

of real-time 3-D imaging. Scanning methods such as confocal or multi-photon microscopy 

are able to provide sufficient lateral resolution to reveal the biophysical dynamics at the 

cellular level but are confined to sequential raster scanning over the specimen. For 

instance, confocal microscopy allows for capturing angiogenic sprouts at a particular time 

but is limited in time-lapse imaging due to rapid photo-bleaching 92-94. However, selective-

plane illumination and concurrent detection in a 2D plane enable to implement time-lapse 

visualization of regenerating endothelial vasculature with the minimal photo-bleaching 

and photo-toxicity. The signal-to-noise ratio and axial resolution of LSFM are also 
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improved due to planar illumination; otherwise, the focus of detection gradually degrades 

in the deep tissue. Therefore, the shorter exposure time, the deeper penetration depth, 

and the higher spatiotemporal resolution allow for time-lapse imaging of vascular 

regeneration and cellular dynamics in live zebrafish embryos, and LSFM provides the 

basis for revealing the mechanisms underlying cardiovascular regeneration and 

development.  

2.2. Shear stress modulation of vascular dynamics and regeneration 

Hemodynamic blood flow exerts shear stress, cyclic stretch, and hydrostatic pressure on 

the endothelium 95, 96. While cyclic stretch plays an important role in maintaining 

endothelial function, it is well recognized that hemodynamic shear forces mechanically 

and metabolically modulate vascular endothelial function 97-99. A complex flow profile 

develops at the arterial bifurcations, where flow separation and migrating stagnation 

points create disturbed flow (DF), mediating the focal and eccentric nature of 

atherosclerotic lesions 100-106. A recent study examined the role of laminar shear stress in 

driving expression of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and endothelial nitric 

oxide synthase (eNOS)-mediated Protein Kinase C isoform epsilon (PKCɛ) to modulate 

endothelial cell (EC) proliferation and lumen formation 107, 108. Unidirectional pulsatile 

(PSS) and oscillatory shear stress (OSS) differentially modulate the canonical Wnt/-

catenin pathway to modulate vascular development and regeneration 2, 109, while also 

being implicated in the differentiation of vascular progenitors during angiogenesis 110, 111.  

Endothelial glycolysis is mechano-responsive 112, and ECs are highly glycolytic 113. ECs 

further increase the level of glycolytic flux when switching from quiescence to a 

proliferative state, while the glycolytic enzyme, 6-phosphofructo-2-kinase/fructose-2,6-

biphosphatase 3 (PFKFB3), localizes in lamellipodia 114. As a critical regulator of 
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glycolysis, PFKFB3 further involves lamellipodia/filopodia extension during vessel 

formation 113, 114. Laminar shear stress modulates the expression of Krüppel-like factor 2 

(KLF2) to suppress PFKFB3-mediated endothelial glycolysis and vessel sprouting 115, 

whereas disturbed flow mitigates mitochondrial respiration and increases basal glycolysis 

and glycolytic capacity 116.  

Our recent study with zebrafish supports the notion that PSS and OSS differentially 

modulate VEGFR-PKC signaling to induce PFKFB3-mediated glycolytic metabolites for 

vascular repair 10. Use of embryonic zebrafish allowed for genetic manipulation of blood 

viscosity to alter the level of endothelial wall shear stress 117 to modulate the PKC-

PFKFB3 pathway in vivo (Fig. 6A). Gata1a morpholino oligonucleotide (MO) micro-

injection prevented erythrocyte production, thereby reducing the level of viscosity-

mediated shear stress compared to control (Fig. 6Ai-ii). 5, 118. On the other hand, EPO 

mRNA micro-injection resulted in elevated erythrocytosis as a means of augmenting 

viscosity-mediated wall shear stress (Fig. 6Aiii) 119. In the transgenic Tg(flk1:GFP) 

zebrafish model of tail regeneration, control p53 MO injection demonstrated vascular 

regeneration, as visualized by a closed loop between the DA and the DLAV at 3 dpa. In 

contrast, suppressing the level of PKCɛ with MO injection developed aberrant vascular 

regeneration. Furthermore, micro-injection of Gata1a MO delayed vascular regeneration 

from 3 dpa to 5 dpa. The micro-injection of cardiac troponin T2 (Tnnt2) MO to arrest 

myocardial contraction and subsequent blood flow further attenuated vascular 

regeneration at 3 dpa, while embryos failed to thrive at 5 dpa. On the other hand, 

erythropoietin (EPO) mRNA micro-injection promoted tail regeneration. As a corollary, 

PKCɛ mRNA restored vascular regeneration in Gata1a MO injected embryos at 3 and 5 

dpa (Fig. 6B).  
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In reference to our metabolomic analysis via gas chromatography time-of-flight mass 

spectrometry (GC-TOF), we elucidated that shear stress regulates glycolytic metabolites, 

including glucose (C6H12O6), fructose (C6H12O6), and dihydroxyacetone (C3H6O3, DHA) 

via PFKFB3. In the zebrafish tail amputation model, exposure to DHA increased the 

proportion of zebrafish embryos with complete regeneration in the control group, whereas 

it rescued vascular repair in the absence of PKCε (Fig. 7). Our findings support that flow-

responsive PKCε modulates endothelial glycolytic metabolites that are implicated in 

vascular regeneration. The advent of high-throughput “omics” approaches, including 

epigenomics, transcriptomics, miRnomics, proteomics, and metabolomics 120, has 

provided new mechanotransduction strategies to discover biomarkers with therapeutic 

targets.  

 Current scanning methods are limited by their sequential point-scanning strategy 

in 2D planes, being insufficient to elucidate hemodynamic shear forces during cardiac 

morphogenesis. Unlike conventional bright-field microscopy, LSFM applies orthogonal 

illumination and detection, enabling investigators to selectively localize mechano-

transduction to the endocardial endothelial lining within an ultra-thin plane of the sample. 

Due to the rapid multi-channel detection at the single cellular level, LSFM allows for the 

simultaneous imaging of the blood flow at the injured site and 3D structure of the vessels, 

elucidating hemodynamics with underlying the initiation of endocardial trabeculation 

during cardiac development 27. In conclusion, LSFM allows for rapid tracking of 

fluorescently labeled targets in multiple channels, thereby providing a computational basis 

to quantify blood flow and hemodynamic shear forces.  
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Conclusion and Outlook  

Zebrafish have been utilized as an emerging developmental model due to a conserved 

physiology and anatomy with mammals. Its optical transparency at the embryonic stage 

facilitates direct observation of organogenesis including cardiovascular morphogenesis. 

While zebrafish comprise a well-established genetic system for studying cardiovascular 

development and disease, zebrafish demonstrate unique regenerative capacity in 

response to anatomical or chemotherapy-induced injury. Both high spatiotemporal 

resolution and deep tissue penetration are required to tracking cardiovascular dynamics, 

such as the regenerating ventricular ultrastructure. Therefore, LSFM is suitable to monitor 

spatiotemporal variations of the regenerating cardiovascular system with minimal photo-

bleaching /-toxicity, and is also a promising approach to track single blood cells as well 

as estimating the parabolic velocity distribution of blood flow in the embryonic zebrafish 

model. In addition, parallel advances in deep learning and virtual reality may lead us to 

more precisely elucidating cardiovascular architecture and function in future studies. 

Developing a novel convolutional or recurrent neural network for automatic segmentation 

will benefit image post-processing procedures that are otherwise limited in accuracy and 

efficiency by manual segmentation in the setting of large data sets 121-123. The study of 

interactive virtual reality establishes an efficient and robust framework for creating a user-

directed microenvironment in which we are able to unravel developmental cardiac 

mechanics and physiology with high spatiotemporal resolution 28, 124-126. In this review, we 

address our zebrafish model of injury with a mechanistic approach to understand 

cardiovascular regeneration. Furthermore, our findings with zebrafish combined with 

multi-scale light-sheet imaging demonstrate the advantages of light-sheet imaging, 
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highlighting its role as a novel imaging strategy that can illuminate the mechanisms of 

cardiovascular injury and repair and further advance the field.  
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FIGURES 
 

 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram and performance of the fluorescent light-sheet microscope (A) Four 

collimated laser sources were focused through a cylindrical lens and transmitted by illumination 

lens (IL) to generate a light-sheet sectioning the sample. The objective lens (DL) was 

positioned orthogonally to the illumination path for fluorescence detection. In addition, the dual -

channel detection was achieved using a dichroic mirror and filter sets at the detection arm. The 

focus of detection needs to be exactly conjugated to the illuminated plane. (B1) The formation 

of the light-sheet from the illumination objectives and detected by detection objectives. (B2) 

Top view of the light-sheet demonstrated orthogonal relation between IL and DL. (B3) Four 

laser wavelengths offer flexibility for different fluorophores. M: mirror; DC: dichroic mirror; BE: 

beam expander; CL: cylindrical lens; SL: scan lens; TL: tube lens; FW: filter wheel; IL: 

illumination lens; DL: detection lens. (B4) The two orthogonal cameras allowed for the capability 

of simultaneous dual-channel detection. (C1) The axial confinement of the light-sheet was used 

for sectioning the (i) embryonic zebrafish, (ii) adult zebrafish, and (iii) neonatal mouse hearts. 

LS: light-sheet. (C2) The changes in confocal region corresponded to the area available for 

light-sheet sectioning. The double-headed arrow line indicates the confocal region, in which 
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the light-sheet is considered to be uniform. The scale bars are 100 μm in length for the sub-

images in (i), (ii) and (iii). (C3) Imaging a 400 nm fluorescent bead (sub-resolution point source) 

was compared with the (i) 5 μm LS detected by the 20x/0.5 DL, (ii) 9 μm LS by 10x/0.3 DL, (iii) 

18 μm LS by 4x/0.13 DL and (iv) 18 μm LS by 4x/0.13 DL, with resolution enhancement applied. 

Reproduced in this dissertation with permission from Baek, Ding, Chang et al.  
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Figure 2. Light-sheet imaging to analyze doxorubicin-induced cardiac injury and regeneration 

Adult zebrafish hearts were isolated at days 3, 30, 60 following intraperitoneal treatment with 

doxorubicin or control vehicle. (A) Control zebrafish hearts exhibited a preserved architecture 

during the study period. Treatment of doxorubicin induced a dramatic cardiac remodeling leading 

to an acute reduction in size at day 3, followed by a gradual increase at day 30, and normalization 

at day 60. (B) Total heart, myocardial, and endocardial volumes were quantitatively compared to 

control values demonstrating the regeneration process following doxorubicin-induced injury (** P 

< 0.01 vs control). Doxo: doxorubicin. Scale bar: 200 μm. Reproduced in this dissertation with 

permission from Baek, Ding, Chang et al. 
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Figure 3. 3D rendering of the adult zebrafish heart (A) 3-D rendering combined with automated 

segmentation method provided anatomic structures of the intact atrium, ventricle, and bulbous 

arteriosus in adult zebrafish heart. (B) Precise assessment of zebrafish heart with automated 

segmentation established a cross-section through the atrium, ventricle, and bulbous arteriosus 

and demonstrated 2 leaflets of the AV valve (red) and of the VB valve (orange). (C) Ventricular 

inflow (dotted yellow line) and outflow path (solid yellow line) were estimated with computation 

of the angle between the atrioventricular (AV) valves and ventricular-bulbar (VB) valves. Scale 

bar: 100 μm. Reproduced in this dissertation with permission from Baek, Ding, Chang et al. 
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Figure 4. Light-sheet imaging of vascular regeneration and circulating erythrocytes in response 

to tail amputation (A) An inverted fluorescence image demonstrated the vasculature (green) and 

amputation region (dashed line) of a transgenic Tg(flk1:GFP; Gata1:Ds-Red) zebrafish embryo at 

3 dpf. ISV: intersegmental vessel; DLAV: dorsal longitudinal anastomotic vessel; SIV: 

subintestinal vessel; PCV: posterior cardinal vein; DA: dorsal aorta. (B) LSFM imaging of the 

erythrocytes (red) adjacent to the site of amputation and regeneration. The dashed white box 

indicated locations of higher power images in the subsequent panels (C-E). An individual 

erythrocyte (red) in relation to the vascular endothelial layer (green) was tracked under LSFM at 

100 fps. The travel distance and net velocity of each erythrocyte could be measured from the 

corresponding location difference among images (C), (D) and (E). The complete (F) and 

incomplete (G) vascular regeneration between DLAV and DA were revealed in separate zebrafish 

embryos at 3 days after tail amputation. Scale bars: 25 m. Reproduced in this dissertation with 

permission from Baek, Ding, Chang et al. 
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Figure 5. Ambient UFP exposure impaired Notch-mediated vascular regeneration. Transgenic 

Tg(tp1:GFP; flk1:mCherry) zebrafish embryos revealed Notch activity in the vasculature, as 

indicated by the overlapped yellow color, corroborating the role of endothelial Notch activity in the 

site of vascular repair. The control group developed vascular regeneration at 3 days post tail 

amputation (dpa). UFP or ADAM 10 inhibitor (GI254023X) treatment attenuated endothelial Notch 

activity in the site of injury and impaired vascular regeneration. Injection of dominant negative 

(DN)-Notch1b mRNA further attenuated Notch signaling-mediated vascular regeneration. As a 

corollary, NICD mRNA injection upregulated Notch activity and rescued UFP-, ADAM10 inhibitor- 

or DN-Notch1b mRNA-impaired vascular regeneration. Reproduced in this dissertation with 

permission from Baek, Ding, Chang et al. 
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Figure 6. Shear stress is implicated in PKCɛ-dependent vascular repair. (A) Blood viscosity of 

the embryonic zebrafish was genetically manipulated to alter the level of endothelial wall shear 

stress. Compared to control embryos, micro-injection of Gata1a MO reduced the level of 

erythropoiesis and consequent wall shear stress, whereas erythropoietin (EPO) mRNA resulted 

in the opposite effect. (B) The control and p53 MO-injected fish developed vascular repair at 3 

dpa (yellow arrows). Reduction of viscosity-mediated shear stress with Gata1a MO delayed 

vascular repair from 3 dpa to 5 dpa. The presence of Tnnt2 MO to arrest myocardial contractility 

led impaired vascular repair at 3 dpa, while embryos failed to thrive at 5 dpa (red arrow). On the 

other hand, increased level of erythropoiesis with EPO mRNA promoted vascular regeneration. 

Silencing PKCɛ with MO attenuated vascular repair at both 3 and 5 dpa, whereas upregulation of 

PKCɛ mRNA restored vascular impairment in Gata1a MO injected embryos. Reproduced in this 

dissertation with permission from Baek, Ding, Chang et al. 
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Figure 7. Glycolytic metabolite, dihydroxyacetone (DHA) promoted vascular regeneration. 

Transgenic Tg(flk1:GFP) embryos injected with control P53 MO or PKCɛ MO were treated with 

or without DHA at 1mg/mL for 3 days after initial vascular injury. Micro-injection of PKCɛ MO 

resulted in impaired vascular regeneration (red arrow), whereas DHA treatment reversed the 

effect of PKCɛ MO and promoted vascular regeneration (yellow arrows). Reproduced in this 

dissertation with permission from Baek, Ding, Chang et al. 
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Table 1: Comparative advantages and disadvantages among different imaging 

modalities 

 
Method Lateral-Axial 

Resolution 
(nm) 

Penetration 
(µm) 

Image 
acquisition 

time 

Advantage Disadvantage 

LSFM 200-500 >1000 ms-s Low phototoxicity Big data 

CFM 200-400 150 s-mins Optical sectioning Scanning 

WFM 250 --- ms-mins Low cost,  
user-friendly design 

Low contrast 

SD-CFM 200-400 150 s-mins Rapid Image 
acquisition 

Fixed pinhole 

MPM 300-500 1000 ms-mins Penetration depth, 
intrinsic confocality 

Requires high 
power pulsed 

laser 
STED 80-400 50 s-mins High resolution at 

confocal speed 
Significant 

photobleaching 

PALM/STORM 50-100 0.1 mins-hr Extremely high 
resolution 

Slow image 
acquisition 

LSFM: light-sheet fluorescence microscopy; CFM: confocal microscopy; WFM: wide-field microscopy; SD-CFM: 
spinning disk confocal microscopy; MPM: multi-photon microscopy; STED: stimulated emission depletion; PALM: 
photo-activated localization microscopy; STORM: stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy. Adapted from Ding Y 
et al., Curr. Cardiol. Rep., 2018. 
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Introduction 

Aberrant retinal angiogenesis is a hallmark of numerous retinal disorder-mediated 

vasculopathies, including retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) and diabetic retinopathy (DR), 

resulting in visual impairment [1, 2]. Premature newborns are susceptible to hyperoxic 

injury and the development of retinopathy of prematurity. They often require supplemental 

oxygen therapy due to the immature development of their lungs, and this hyperoxia 

exposure leads to attenuation of the retinal vascular bed [3-5]. Subsequently, these 

newborns further develop ischemia-induced neovascularization in the retina due to local 

hypoxia and increased metabolic demand [4, 6]. Similarly, diabetic patients are also prone 

to developing proliferative retinopathy and aberrant neovascularization as a result of 

hypoxia [7, 8].  

To quantify the microvascular damage that occurs early in DR, ophthalmologists have 

relied on several clinical imaging modalities, including fundus photography, fluorescein 

angiography (FA), and optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA). These 

imaging modalities allow for screening and monitoring of vision-threatening complications 

in adults [9, 10]. OCT-angiography enables identification of preclinical retinal vascular 

changes, including the remodeling of the foveal avascular zone (FAZ), capillary 

nonperfusion, and reduction of capillary density [11-15]. However, the quality of the 

images obtained using these modalities in neonates and young children is often limited 

by ocular movement and a restricted field of view.  

To elucidate the mechanisms underlying vascular abnormalities seen in the presence 

of ROP, researchers have utilized mouse models of oxygen-induced retinopathy (OIR) 

[16, 17]. Akin to early ocular development in humans, the postnatal mouse retina is 

considered a viable model to underpin the development of retinal vascular network [1, 2, 
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16]. The current gold standard to image and quantify changes in the murine retinal 

vascular network typically utilizes whole-mount samples with 2-D analysis [17-21]. 

Previous groups have utilized 3-D imaging to demonstrate vaso-obliteration in the rat 

model [22] and report the local ‘knotted’ morphology and vascular tufts during 

neovascularization in murine OIR [23]. To quantify the early abnormalities and 

progression of OIR in 3-D for the entire retinal vasculature, we hereby coupled selective 

plane illumination microscopy also known as light-sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM), 

with quantitative 3-D topological analyses to interrogate the entire retinal vasculature in 

response to hyperoxia-induced microvascular obliteration [24-28]. Unlike confocal or two-

photon microscopy commonly applying a point scanning approach, LSFM generates a 

sheet of laser light to rapidly scan across optically-cleared specimens [24, 29]. This 

approach provides an entry point to investigate the murine ocular system in 3-D with rapid 

imaging acquisition to minimize photo-bleaching. LSFM further provides the high axial 

resolution needed to quantify the multi-layered vascular network; namely, the vertical 

sprouts embedded between the primary and secondary plexuses [1, 16, 30]. 

To this end, we optimized an optical clearing technique to preserve the 3-D 

conformation of the hemispherical murine retina and its microvasculature for LSFM 

imaging. Following hyperoxia exposure (75% O2) to post-natal mice for 5 days (P7-P12), 

we quantified the spatial variations in vascular obliteration and observed a preferential 

loss of the vertical sprouts and secondary plexuses at day P12. Using principal 

component analysis (PCA), we developed an automated segmentation algorithm to 

demonstrate a significant reduction in the volume fraction of the vertical sprouts that 

bridge the primary and secondary plexuses. In oxygen-induced retinopathy (OIR), we 

calculated both Euler numbers and clustering coefficients to reveal a reduction in the 
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global vascular connectivity, but a preserved local connectivity. Our topological analysis 

of the large data set provided by light-sheet imaging, including PCA, further corroborated 

the deep capillary obliteration following oxygen-mediated retinopathy. We hereby 

establish topological quantification to unravel spatial variations in microvascular 

obliteration that preferentially affect the secondary plexus and vertical sprouts in murine 

OIR, allowing for the detection of early changes in hyperoxia-mediated microvascular 

disarray. 

  

Results 

Schematic pipeline for the 3-D quantitative analysis of murine retinal vasculature 

To achieve 3-D retinal microvasculature imaging and analysis (Figure 1A-B), we 

developed an eight-step pipeline for light-sheet imaging and quantification in the ensuing 

sections (Figure 1C). After euthanizing the mice at postnatal day 12 (P12), the ocular 

globes were enucleated and dissected to obtain the unscathed hemispherical retinas, and 

polymerization and lipid removal were performed in the monomer and clearing solution to 

achieve optical transparency (Figure 1D). Next, immunofluorescence staining with 

Isolectin B4 (Vector Lab, CA) was performed to label the vascular endothelium in 

preparation for light-sheet imaging. Following filament tracing, the morphology and 

topology of the retinal vasculature were characterized by quantifying the vascular 

branching points, Euler characteristics, and clustering coefficients.  
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3-D characterization of the vascular network under normoxic conditions 

LSFM was employed to unravel the 3-D vascular network in the hemispherical retina with 

endothelial cells labeled with Alexa Fluor 488 (Figure 2A-B). Representative volumes of 

interest (VOIs) were selected, including a 2-D section (red dashed line), peripheral 

vascular networks in the peripheral region (orange box), the middle region (blue box) 

(Figure 2B), and a 2-D slice (Figure 2C), to highlight the two-layered plexuses with 2-D 

connections. The volumetric rendering of the VOI (blue box) revealed the vertical sprouts 

bridging the primary and secondary plexuses in 3-D (Figure 2D, Movie S1). Light-sheet 

imaging also allowed for visualization of the 3-D vascular network from selected VOIs at 

various depths (Figure 2E-F), uncovering the interconnected capillary vascular bed as 

indicated by the color-coded depth imaging (Figure 2G-H). Taken together, the 3-D LSFM 

revealed the hemispherical vascular network to uncover the multi-layered capillary 

plexuses under normoxic conditions. 

 

Morphological and topological quantification of the 3-D retinal vascular network  

We applied the filament tracing strategy to characterize retinal morphology and topology. 

Vascular connectivity and clustering coefficients were quantified (Figure 3A, Movie S2), 

as illustrated by the interconnected nodes (in green) within the 3-D vascular network (in 

red). Clustering coefficients represent the degree of regional vascular connectivity, 

ranging from 0 to 1. The connectivity and mean clustering coefficients for the unscathed 

retina were 1.6×104 and 2.9×10-2, respectively. The former coefficient indicates a large 

number of loops in the retinal vasculature, and the latter shows the low degree of 

clustering of these individual nodes. We interrogated the central (yellow disk), middle 

(orange rings), and peripheral (blue rings) regions of the hemispherical network (Figure 
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3A). We selected 5 volumes of interest (VOIs) from each of the regions as a standard 

assessment for retinopathy [10]. The 3-D vascular network was visualized (Figure 3B, D, 

and F) and filament tracing was applied to characterize the vessel lengths, branching 

points, and connections in the central, middle and peripheral regions. Nodes were labeled 

in blue and segments in green (Figure 3C, E, and G). The means of the entire vessel 

lengths were 6.62x103 ± 7.4x102 µm for the central, 7.29 x103 ± 8.9x102 µm for the middle, 

and 8.26 x102 ±1.9x103 µm for the peripheral regions. In the absence of hyperoxia 

exposure, the differences among these 3 regions were statistically insignificant (p > 0.05, 

n = 5/region). The means of the entire vessel volumes were 9.19 x 105 ±1.63x105 µm3, 

9.81 x 105 ±1.59x105 µm3, and 9.27 x 105 ±2.5x105 µm3, respectively. There were 146 ± 

23.1 nodes and 32.3 ± 9.3 in connectivity in the central region, 157.3 ± 41.3 nodes and 

35 ± 9.85 in connectivity in the middle region, and 172.3 ± 49.1 nodes and 43.3 ± 16.1 in 

connectivity in the peripheral region (Figure 3H-K). Thus, the differences in vascular 

lengths, volumes, connections, and branching points among the three representative 

regions of the retinal vasculature were statistically insignificant under the normoxic 

conditions. 

 

Changes in the morphological and topological measures in OIR 

In response to hyperoxia, the 3-D vascular network (Figure 4A-B, Movies S3-4) and 

filament tracing results (Figure 4C, Movie S5) in the OIR group were markedly different 

from the normoxia group (Figure 4). A preferential depletion of the capillaries in the 

primary plexuses developed in the central region, whereas depletion of vertical sprouts 

and secondary plexuses occurred in all three regions as evidenced by the selected VOIs 

(Figure 4D-E). Importantly, the immunofluorescence 2-D flat mount images for both 
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normoxia and OIR groups demonstrated the expected phenotype of central vaso-

obliteration only for the primary plexus, but could not distinguish vertical sprouts and 

secondary plexus changes unlike the LSFM images (Figure 4F). We further compared 

the topological parameters, including total length (normoxia: 1.2×106 ± 3.1×104; OIR: 

2.6×105 ± 1.3×104 µm, p < 0.001, n = 5/group), total volume (normoxia: 7.3×107 ±1.4×107; 

OIR: 3.2×107 ± 8.2×106 µm3, p < 0.05, n = 5/group), branching points (normoxia: 2.7×104 

± 9.6×102; OIR: 5.8×103 ± 1.3×103, p < 0.001, n = 5/group) and connectivity (normoxia: 

1.1×104 ± 6.9×102; OIR: 2.3×103 ± 9.1×102, p < 0.01, n = 5/group) for the conformationally-

intact retinal vascular network (Figure 4G). In summary, our topological analysis allowed 

for the demonstration and quantification of the preferential obliteration of the outer layer 

(secondary plexuses) and vertical sprouts of the capillary vasculature under hyperoxic 

conditions. 

 

Frequency of clustering coefficients to quantify differences in the local vs. global 

vascular network 

We computed the distribution of the clustering coefficients for each node in the vascular 

network (Figure 5A). In both normoxia- and hyperoxia-exposed P12 mice, approximately 

10% of the nodes exhibited positive clustering coefficients, whereas 90% of the nodes 

approached zero (grey), suggesting an overall paucity of connections with the 

neighboring nodes in the retinal vasculature. The most common clustering coefficients 

were 0 and the most frequent number of degrees was 3 (Figure 5B-C). These findings 

demonstrate that most of the nodes form connections with three neighboring nodes, with 

no connections between its neighbors, resulting in a 3-D reticulated vascular network, 

analogous to a honeycomb. In addition, the reticulated pattern in the local network was 
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preserved despite hyperoxia-induced obliteration of the capillaries. We further compared 

the average clustering coefficients among the central, middle, and peripheral regions of 

the retina (Figure 6A-B), revealing statistically insignificant differences between normoxia 

and hyperoxia conditions (central = 0.026 ± 0.012 vs. 0.047 ± 0.032, p > 0.05; middle = 

0.027 ± 0.018 vs. 0.039 ± 0.013, p > 0.05; peripheral = 0.044 ± 0.019 vs. 0.038 ± 0.018, 

p > 0.05, n = 5/group). This comparison demonstrated that the local connectivity was 

preserved, whereas the global connectivity was significantly reduced (local = 0.032 ± 

0.018 vs. 0.043 ± 0.024, p > 0.05, n = 5/group; global = 1.1×104 ± 6.9×102 vs. 2.3×103 ± 

9.1×102, p < 0.05, n = 5/group) (Figure 4 and 6). Thus, determination of clustering 

coefficients supports the preserved local patterning in OIR, but the impaired global 

capillary connections in response to hyperoxia. 

 

Topological quantification of the plexuses and vertical sprouts following 

hyperoxia 

The filament tracing results allowed for auto-segmentation of image stacks to construct a 

3-D unscathed retinal vascular network. We randomly selected 5 VOIs at 200 µm in 

thickness to quantify the volume fraction of vertical sprouts, defined as the volume of 

vertical sprouts divided by the total volume of the vascular network. The representative 

images for the maximum intensity projection (MIP) of the automatically segmented 

plexuses and vertical sprouts were assessed from selected image slices (Figure S1). 

Furthermore, the 3-D rendering results (Figure 7A-B) of the plexuses (in yellow) and 

vertical sprouts (in blue) demonstrated statistically significant obliteration of the vertical 

sprouts following hyperoxia treatment (p<0.05 vs. normoxia, n=5) (Figure 7A & B). Spatial 
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variations in obliteration were observed; namely, 17.98% ± 5.2% vs. 0.69% ± 0.75% in 

the middle, and 18.89% ± 7.43% vs. 0.51% ± 0.62% in the peripheral regions (Figure 7C-

D). To validate the auto segmentation method, we segmented the vertical sprouts and 

plexuses by performing manual and automated labeling. The generalized dice coefficients 

were obtained to compare the similarity between the manual annotation and automated 

segmentation under each condition. To optimize automated segmentation, we introduced 

the sliding window (40 µm x 40 µm x 40 µm) with 20 µm in shifting distance and 35° as 

the cutoff angle (Figure 7E, Tables S1-S3). The maximum dice coefficient and low 

standard deviation (0.852 ±0.04) indicate accurate segmentation of the vertical sprouts 

by the auto-segmentation method (Figure 7E, Tables S1-S3). Finally, the representative 

VOI demonstrated 3-D rendering of the color-coded (X: Blue, Y: Green: Z: Red) vascular 

networks in relation to the orientation of the vessels (Figure 7F). Taken together, our 

computational analyses enable multi-scale interrogation of the 3-D vascular network from 

the micro- to the macro scale. 

DISCUSSION 

Advances in imaging modalities have dramatically enhanced the fundamental 

understanding and experimental capabilities of microvascular injury and repair models, 

including retinopathy of prematurity and diabetes. Our integration of 3-D imaging with 

topological computation demonstrated the ability to quantitatively characterize the 

morphological changes in 3-D of the entire retinal vascular network in a neonatal mouse 

model of oxygen-induced retinopathy (OIR). The use of clustering coefficients, Euler’s 

number, and PCA corroborated the reticular vascular network undergoing capillary 

obliteration, revealing spatial variations in capillary obliteration in the deep plexuses and 
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the bridging vessels in response to hyperoxia. Our light-sheet imaging further revealed a 

3-D drop-out phenomenon of the deep plexuses preceding capillary obliteration in the 

central superficial plexuses, otherwise challenging to detect with the 2-D imaging 

modalities [16, 31].  

In the retina, vascular development is regulated by a host of signaling pathways that 

are coordinated by environmental cues and cellular metabolic activities [2, 3]. Murine 

retinal vasculature provides a viable platform to investigate genetic and epigenetic effects 

on vascular injury and regeneration [1, 2, 16]. Disturbances to the signaling pathways, 

including changes in oxygen and nutrient provision, promote pathological vaso-

obliteration, result in structural and functional abnormalities during angiogenesis [1, 6, 16]. 

In diabetic retinopathy, hypoxia resulting from a non-perfused capillary bed induces 

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) expression, thereby, promoting neo-

angiogenesis and vascular permeability [7]. In retinopathy of prematurity, pathological 

obliteration of the capillary network can progress to irreversible blindness [3, 6]. To this 

end, 3-D laser light-sheet microscopy allows for imaging of the 3-D hemispherical 

vascular network, uncovering multi-layer vascular changes, and quantifying epigenetic vs. 

genetic perturbations. LSFM coupled with our topologic analyses could also be adapted 

to larger animals and even human tissue samples, with translational potential to identify 

therapeutic targets [16, 24, 32, 33]. 

The conventional method used to image retinal vascular structures typically involves 

flat-mount samples, with the fluorescently-labeled structures detected via confocal or 

fluorescence microscopy [17, 18, 34-40]. Unlike wide-field, two-photon and confocal 

microscopes, LSFM enables rapid optical sectioning at high acquisition rates [25, 26]. 

Optical sectioning generates a sheet of light, allowing for only a selective plane to be 
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illuminated; thereby, minimizing photobleaching [24]. LSFM imaging enables rapid image 

acquisition of the 3-D mouse retina in ~10 mins for high-throughput studies.  

Advances in optical clearing techniques have rendered the tissue or organ systems 

(including retinas) from different animal models transparent for LSFM imaging [22, 23, 25, 

26, 33, 41]. These techniques remove lipids from tissues to minimize photon scattering 

while stabilizing the 3-D structural conformation [42-44] to allow for deep tissue 

penetration for large samples [42, 45-48]. Successful 3-D imaging of murine hyperoxia-

induced retinopathy often encounters technical challenges with the fragile developing 

tissues and small specimen size. Previously, Singh et al. demonstrated vaso-obliteration 

in the rat model [22]. Prahst et al. reported the local ‘knotted’ morphology and vascular 

tufts seen during neovascularization [23]. In our study, we optimized and coupled light-

sheet imaging with detailed topological analyses to interrogate the entire retinal 

vasculature, focusing on the vaso-obliterative phase in the mouse OIR model. We 

demonstrated the spatial variations in 3-D microvascular obliteration, namely, the loss of 

primary (inner) vs. secondary (outer) capillary plexuses in response to oxygen-induced 

retinopathy (OIR). This integration of light-sheet imaging and topological analyses 

demonstrated that vaso-obliteration preferentially occurs in the outer layer (secondary 

plexus) and the vertical sprouts. 

In addition to imaging developmental biologic processes and tissue regeneration, 

other laboratories and our group have demonstrated the capacity of LSFM to investigate 

ophthalmologic disease in small animal models [22, 23]. While adaptive optics scanning 

laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) performs in vivo imaging with high spatial and temporal 

resolution [49-52], the small field of view (FOV) remains a challenge to capture the entire 

vascular network. Similarly, optical coherence tomography (OCT) performs in vivo 
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imaging of the retinal vasculature with a relatively small FOV [53, 54]. Also, motion 

artifacts from patient movement and eye blinking further hamper 3-D vascular imaging 

[55]. In the case of small animal models, confocal microscopy and two-photon microscopy 

may provide high spatial resolution or deep penetration into the retina; however, the point 

scan nature of these two imaging modalities usually requires a prolonged period to image 

the entire retina (> several hours) as opposed to the rapid scanning time (~10 mins) of 

LSFM [22, 23]. In this context, the integration of 3-D imaging with quantitative topological 

analysis provides the vascular network phenotype for the entire retina to address the 

limitations of OCT encountered in imaging small animal models. 

In the mouse model of oxygen-induced retinopathy, LSFM imaging, followed by 

topological analyses, quantifies the 3-D morphological and topological parameters for the 

entire vascular network. In addition to quantifying vessel lengths, vessel volumes, and 

branching points, topological computation further quantified the global vs. local vascular 

connectivity by Euler numbers and clustering coefficients. Unlike conventional 

estimations of the network connections via branching points, Euler number calculations 

simultaneously reflect both connectivity and the topological features of a 3-D network [56-

58], facilitating comprehensive measurement of the connectivity of a capillary network [18, 

59-62]. Moreover, the clustering coefficients capture the local connectivity and degree of 

organization of the regional vascular network for every vertex in the vascular or neuronal 

network [63-65]. Using Euler number and clustering coefficient calculations, we 

demonstrated that in hyperoxia-induced retinopathy, there was a significant reduction in 

global connectivity, but the local reticular pattern was preserved. We further applied 

principal component analysis (PCA) to automatically segment the vertical sprouts, and to 

quantify the volume fraction in the plexuses and vertical sprouts under normoxia vs. 
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hyperoxia conditions. As a result, we were able to corroborate the differential obliteration 

of the vertical sprouts and the secondary plexus in OIR. Although this PCA-based 

segmentation method offered the fidelity to segment the vertical sprouts, it is limited in its 

use when the sliding windows include multiple vessels in different directions (i.e. 

bifurcations). While smaller window sizes reduce the probability of including bifurcations, 

the trade-off is to increase the possibility of miscalculation of vessel orientation. Thus, 

determining and optimizing the window size is essential to include adequate vessel 

elements for quantification of vessel orientation and minimization of including vessel 

bifurcations prior to initiating the analysis. A potential improvement may be achieved by 

combining PCA-based segmentation with machine learning by applying the image labels 

of vertical sprouts (determined by using different window sizes) as inputs to train the 

classifiers for segmentation. Despite the well-defined formulas to calculate Euler numbers 

and clustering coefficients, uncertainties reside in the accuracy of segmentation of the 

blood vessels using filament tracing. The use of machine learning-based automated 

segmentation for blood vessels will further strengthen the capacity to abbreviate the 

segmentation process and to obviate the need for filament tracing. Taken together, the 

topological computation analyses quantitatively corroborate the spatial variations of vaso-

obliteration, identifying impaired vascular branching and global connectivity, and reduced 

vessel volumes and lengths in OIR retinas.  

In sum, 3-D LSFM enables deep tissue penetration to unravel topological changes in 

the 3-D retinal vasculature. Integration of LSFM with 3-D topological analysis 

demonstrates global vaso-obliteration, but preserved local 3-D reticular vascular 

architecture, supporting the differential vascular obliteration from the outer (secondary) 

plexuses to the vertical sprouts in hyperoxia-induced retinopathy. Overall, the 
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application of clustering coefficients, Euler’s number, and PCA to 3-D LSFM images 

provides vascular insights into OIR, with translational significance for developing 

therapeutic interventions to prevent visual impairment. 

 

 

Material and Methods 
 
 
Ethics statement 

All animal studies were performed in compliance with the IACUC protocol approved by 

the UCLA Office of Animal Research and in accordance with the guidelines set by the 

National Institutes of Health. Humane care and use of animals were observed to minimize 

distress and discomfort. 

 

The modified passive CLARITY for retinal imaging  

We optimized the use of CLARITY for fixed retinas as previously described [44, 47]. The 

mice were euthanized at P12 for dissection of the ocular globe. We enucleated the intact 

ocular globe and then fixed globes in 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 1.5 hours. We then 

removed the cornea, sclera, lens, and choroid while preserving the retina in its 3-D 

hemispherical configuration. The 3-D retinas were then immersed in 4% 

paraformaldehyde overnight (Figure 1D- ○1 ), followed by overnight incubation in a 

monomer solution (4% Acrylamide, 0.05% Bis-Acrylamide , and 0.25% VA-044 initiator 

(weight/volume) in PBS) (Figure 1D-○2). Next, samples were placed into a 37 °C water 

bath for 6 h for hydrogel polymerization (Figure 1D-○3). A degassing nitrogen flush or 

addition of an oil layer was performed to minimize exposure to oxygen. Next, retinas were 

incubated in the clearing solution (4% weight/volume sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 
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1.25% weight/volume boric acid (pH 8.5) at 37 °C to remove non-transparent lipid 

contents. (Figure 1D-○4). The retina was rinsed for an additional 24 h in 1X PBS to remove 

residual SDS, followed by incubation in the refraction index matching solution RIMS (40 

g histodenz in 30 ml of 0.02 M PBS with 0.01% neutralized sodium azide (pH to 7.5 with 

NaOH)) to achieve transparency of the tissue. This method enables the preservation of 

the 3-D structure of the tissue and maintains the integrity of the retinal vasculature during 

clearing. Selected P12 retinas (n=3) were collected for direct immunostaining without 

optical clearing (non-cleared group) for comparison (Figure S2). 

 

Murine oxygen-induced retinopathy (OIR) model  

C57BL/6J mice were acquired from the UCLA Division of Laboratory and Animal Medicine 

colony. All mice were housed in 12:12 h light-dark cycles. Female pregnant mice were 

fed ad libitum with standard rodent chow diet (Pico Lab Rodent Diet 20, cat#5053, Lab 

Diet, St. Louis, MO) and water during pregnancy and lactation. Oxygen-induced 

retinopathy (OIR) was produced using standard published guidelines[17]. Pups were 

designated as P0.5 on the morning that they were delivered. Per protocol 

recommendations, litters were culled to eight pups. Mothers were randomly assigned to 

normoxia or hyperoxia (OIR) conditions. To induce OIR, the newborn mice were exposed 

to 75% oxygen continuously in an airtight chamber (Biospherix Proox model 360, Parish, 

NY, USA) with their nursing mothers from P7 to P12 before removal to room air, whereas 

the normoxia group remained in room air (21% oxygen) throughout the postnatal period.  
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Immunostaining and imaging of flat-mount retinas 

Immunostaining and imaging were performed as previously described [66]. Briefly, 

dissected retinas were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), blocked with 

blocking buffer (20% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2% goat serum, 0.05% bovine serum 

albumin (BSA), and 1%Triton X-100 in PBS) for 1 h, and stained with Alexa594-isolectin 

GS-IB4 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) at 4 °C overnight. Retinas were then incised into 

four equally-sized quadrants and mounted with ProLong mounting medium (Invitrogen). 

Images were taken at 4X magnification using an AxioCam CCD digital camera (Carl Zeiss) 

mounted to an inverted epifluorescence microscope (AxioVert 135; Carl Zeiss). 

 

Immunostaining for unscathed retinal vasculature  

The optically transparent retinas were placed into a blocking buffer Perm/Block (1X PBS 

+ 0.3% Triton-X + 0.2% bovine serum albumin + 5% fetal bovine serum) solution for 1 h 

at room temperature with gentle shaking. Primary biotinylated GS isolectin B4 (1:50, 

Vector lab, CA) was used to stain retinal vasculature. Following 2 days of incubation at 4 

°C, retinas were washed with PBSTX (1X PBS + 0.3% Triton-X). Streptavidin conjugated 

with Alexa-488 (1:100, Invitrogen, CA) was utilized to amplify primary-specific 

fluorescence. The retinas were washed with PBSTX (1X PBS + 0.3% Triton-X) following 

each step. 

 

LSFM to image the 3-D retinal vascular network  

Our custom-built LSFM was adapted for imaging the 3-D retinal microvasculature as 

previously reported [24, 25, 67]. The detection arm is composed of a stereomicroscope 

(MVX10, Olympus, Japan) with a 1X magnification objective (NA = 0.25), a scientific 
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CMOS (sCMOS, ORCA-Flash4.0 LT, Hamamatsu, Japan), and a series of filters (Exciter: 

FF01-390/482/532/640; Emitter: FF01-446/510/581/703; Dichroic: Di01-

R405/488/532/635, Semrock, New York, USA). The illumination arm, orthogonal to the 

detection arm, is composed of the continuous wave laser at 473 nm and 532 nm (LMM-

GBV1-PF3-00300-05, Laserglow Technologies, Canada) (Figure S3A). The illumination 

beam was then reshaped by a relay lens composed of two achromatic doublets with f1= 

100 mm and f2 = 30 mm, respectively, followed by the objectives (Nikon, 10X/0.3 Plan 

Fluor) as the illumination Lens. The lateral and axial resolutions are 5.6 µm and 6.6 µm, 

respectively with the 4X zoom lens (Figure S3B). The confocal parameter was the 

effective illumination region (dotted orange line in Figure S3B). For image acquisition, the 

samples were immersed in the refractive index matching solution (RIMS: RI of 1.46–1.48) 

with a 1% agarose solution in a Borosilicate glass tube (RI = 1.47, Pyrex 7740, Corning, 

New York, USA) to reduce refraction and reflection from various interfaces. The glass 

sample holder was placed in a 3-D-printed opening chamber, made of acrylonitrile 

butadiene styrene (ABS) (uPrint, Stratasys, USA) and it was filled with 99.5% glycerol (RI 

= 1.47). We applied single illumination to image the retinal samples within the confocal 

region. The multiple scans (~3 scans and ~3 mins per each scan) and image stitching 

module in ImageJ [68] (Tile overlap = 15% and regression threshold = 0.9) were applied 

to acquire the 3-D imaging stacks for the entire retinas. 

 

Computational analyses of the morphological and topological parameters of the 

vascular network  

The raw data were preprocessed in ImageJ to remove stationary noise [69, 70] and the 

background was reduced by rolling ball background subtraction (20 pixels in radius). To 
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provide the axial visualization or the depth of the 3-D vascular network, we applied the 

depth-coded plugin in ImageJ to enhance visualization of the superficial and deep 

capillaries. In addition, 3-D rendering and semi-automated filament tracing were 

performed and processed in Amira 6.1. The results of filament tracing were used to 

quantify both the morphological (Euler-Poincaré characteristic) and topological 

parameters (clustering coefficients). The Euler number, χ, of the 3-D object was defined 

as follows [56, 58]:  

          χ = n0 – n1 + n2 – n3,     

 (1) 

where n0, n1, n2, and n3 are the numbers of vertices (V), edges (E), faces (F), and the 

individual voxels contained in a 3-D object, respectively. In the setting of increasing 

connected edges, the Euler number decreases while the network becomes well-

connected. We provided an analysis of the changes in Euler number in response to the 

morphological changes in Figure S4A. The Euler number remains the same when the 

new connections form a branching structure (first row of Figure S4A). In addition, the 

Euler number is reduced when a new connection forms loops in a reticular-like structure 

(second row in Figure S4A), whereas the Euler number is increased when the new 

connection forms disconnected objects (third row in Figure S4A). Thus, two factors are 

the main contributors to the Euler number: 1) the number of loops (holes), and 2) the 

numbers of disconnected objects [16]. In this context, we defined the connectivity for the 

vascular network as [59]: 

           Connectivity=1-χ,                                                             (2) 

In comparison to the Euler number, the clustering coefficient (C) reflects the local 

connectivity of individual vertices or nodes in the vasculature [63-65, 71]. The clustering 
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coefficient of each vertex and the average clustering coefficient C are defined as follows, 

respectively: 

 

𝐶𝑖 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑦 𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑠

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑏𝑜𝑟𝑠
 

             𝐶 =
1

𝑁
∑𝐶𝑖   i=1,2,…N,                                                          (3) 

The local clustering coefficient Ci for a vertex vi is given by the proportion of links between 

the vertices within its neighborhood divided by all possible connections between its 

neighbors (Figure S4B). For detailed mathematical calculation, a graph G (Equation 4) 

consists of a set of edges, E, and vertices, V, and an edge, eij, connecting vertex vi with 

vertex vj (Figure S4B). We define the neighborhood set Ni of vertex vi for its directly 

connected neighbors (Equation 5). By defining ki=| Ni | as the number of neighbors in set 

Ni for a vertex vi, the clustering coefficient Ci for vertex vi can be calculated (Equation 6). 

                     G= (V, E),                                                                (4) 

                      𝑁𝑖 = {𝑣𝑗: 𝑒𝑖𝑗 ∈ 𝐸 ∨  𝑒𝑗𝑖 ∈ 𝐸},                                                   (5) 

                                                 𝐶𝑖 =
2×|{𝑒𝑗𝑘:𝑣𝑗,𝑣𝑘∈𝑁𝑖,𝑒𝑗𝑘∈𝐸}|

𝑘𝑖(𝑘𝑖−1)
                                                   (6) 

  

Quantitative analysis of vascular plexuses and vertical sprouts in retinal 

vasculature 

The segmented 3D image stacks were derived from the filament tracing results for the 

retinal vasculature, and they were resampled along the axis passing through and 

perpendicular to the optical disk. To quantify the volume of vertical sprouts, we 

developed an automated segmentation method based on principal component analysis 
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(PCA) to reduce the dimensionality for the large data set. Considering a thin section 

from the retinal vasculature image stack with the origin at the center of mass, the 

vessels belonging to the primary and secondary plexuses are mainly in azimuthal or 

polar directions, whereas the majority of the vertical sprouts develop in a radial direction 

(Figure S1A). To quantify the vessel direction for 3-D image stacks, we introduced a 

sliding window to sample the principal component representing the vessel orientation 

inside the window (Figure S1A). The coordinates of each segmented blood vessel 

inside the sliding window were extracted and recorded for deriving the representative 

principal component for each window (Figure S1A). Next, we applied the center of the 

mass as the origin to calculate the angle (θ) between the principal vector of the voxel 

and the vector from the origin to the center of the voxel (Figure S1A). For validation of 

the quantification, we utilized the generalized dice coefficient (GDC). It is the general 

form of the dice similarity coefficient (DSC) which has been widely used to evaluate the 

accuracy of automated segmentation methods by measuring the similarity of two labels 

[72, 73]. The dice similarity coefficients range from 0 to 1 (DSC>0.7 indicates excellent 

agreement) and take into consideration the true positive (TP), false positive (FP), and 

false negative (FN) rates simultaneously [72, 73]. The dice similarity coefficient is 

defined as follows [72]: 

                                            𝐷𝑆𝐶(𝑋, 𝑌) = 2 ×
𝑋∩𝑌

𝑋+𝑌
=

2𝑇𝑃

2𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
   ,                                      (7) 

 
where X represents the manual labeling (ground truth) and Y represents the automated 

segmentation results. For multiple class segmentation (i.e. vertical sprouts, plexus), the 

generalized dice coefficient (GDC) is defined as follows [73, 74]: 
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                                       𝐺𝐷𝐶 = 2 ×
∑ 𝜔𝑐 ∑ 𝑋𝑐𝑛𝑌𝑐𝑛

𝑁
𝑛=1

𝑖
𝑐=1

∑ 𝜔𝑐 ∑ 𝑋𝑐𝑛+𝑌𝑐𝑛
𝑁
𝑛=1

𝑖
𝑐=1

    ，     𝜔𝑐 =
1

∑ 𝑋𝑐𝑛
𝑁
𝑛=1

                              (8) 

 
where N is the number of the image elements, i is the number of classes, and ω is the 

weighting coefficient. The generalized dice coefficient was calculated for different 

window sizes and cutoff angles (Figure 7E, Tables S1-S3), and while the vast majority 

of combinations demonstrated excellent fidelity, with GDCs >0.7, we selected the best 

combination (GDC of 0.852) to optimize our auto segmentation results. 

Statistical analysis 

All data are presented as means ± SD. Statistical significance was determined with 

unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test for comparison of two groups and one-way ANOVA 

with Tukey post hoc analysis for multiple group comparisons. The level of significance 

was set at p < 0.05. 
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Supplementary Notes 

Supplementary movie 1. The 3-D rendering of the vascular network to 

demonstrate the vertical sprouts embedded between the primary and secondary 

plexus. 

Supplementary movie 2. The filament tracing result of the intact retinal vascular 

network in normoxia conditions. 

Supplementary movie 3. 3-D rendering of the intact retinal vascular network in 

normoxia conditions. 

Supplementary movie 4. 3-D rendering of the abnormal retinal vascular network in 

OIR. 

Supplementary movie 5. The filament tracing of the intact retinal vascular network 

in OIR. 

 

Representative results for the integration of LSFM and tissue clearing  
 
Representative images of the maximum intensity projection from LSFM were compared 

between the passive CLARITY-treated retina and control retina, demonstrating the 

capacity of optical clearing to allow visualization of microvasculature that would 

otherwise be challenging with conventional imaging modalities (Figure S2A). Note the 

comparison of pre- and post-CLARITY treatment to allow imaging of the deep vascular 

plexus (Figure S2B). 

Principal component analysis (PCA) of the vasculature 

By reducing the dimensions of the data, PCA unravels important characteristics of the 

data set. It is a linear transformation that generates a new coordinate system from the 

data such that the greatest variance was introduced to the projected data points to new 

axes, ordered as components with decreasing variance by the projection of the data [1]. 

The ri,j (i=1,2…N, j=1-3) represents the coordinate vectors from the vasculature (Equation 

1). N represents the numbers of vessel elements inside the sliding window while j 
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represents 3-D space dimensions (X, Y, and Z). The new coordinates are computed from 

the covariance matrix (Equations 1,2) of the data and applied to the eigenvector 

decomposition (Equations 3,4) process to derive the new axes known as principal 

components (PC). The PC1 is the eigenvector with the largest possible variance and each 

succeeding component such as PC2 and PC3 has the highest variance possible under 

the constraint that it is orthogonal to the preceding components. Lastly, the angle between 

vectors was calculated through the relation of the inner product (Equation 5). 

                 𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑟𝑗, 𝑟𝑘) =
1

𝑁
∑ (𝑟𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑟�̅�)(𝑟𝑖,𝑘 − 𝑟�̅�) =  𝜎𝑗𝑘

𝑁
𝑖=1                       (Equation 1) 

 

                                                    𝐶𝑜𝑣 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 = [

𝜎𝑥𝑥 𝜎𝑥𝑦 𝜎𝑥𝑧

𝜎𝑦𝑥 𝜎𝑦𝑦 𝜎𝑦𝑧

𝜎𝑧𝑥 𝜎𝑧𝑦 𝜎𝑧𝑧

]                   (Equation 2) 

Eigen Decomposition 

                                                    𝐶𝑜𝑣 𝑀𝑎𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑥 = 𝑽 ∙ [
𝜆1 0 0
0 𝜆2 0
0 0 𝜆3

] ∙ 𝑽−1             (Equation 3) 

λ1 , λ2 , λ3  are three eigen values 
Eigen Vector (𝑽) 

                                                                   𝑽 = [𝑉1
⃑⃑  ⃑  𝑉2

⃑⃑  ⃑  𝑉3
⃑⃑  ⃑]                               (Equation 4) 

Angle (θ) 

                                                                   θ = cos−1 �⃑⃑� ∙�⃑� 

|�⃑⃑� |∙|�⃑� |
                                (Equation 5) 
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Figure 1. Light-sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) to uncover the 3-D microvascular 
network. (A) A schematic illustration of the intact ocular globe, consisting of retinal and choroidal 
vasculature that were imaged and analyzed. (B) A superficial primary retinal vascular plexus lies 
in the nerve fiber layer (NFL), whereas the secondary plexus is located deep in the outer plexiform 
layer (OPL). (C) The pipeline to quantitatively analyze the 3-D hemispherical retinal vascular 
plexus using a optimized CLARITY method and LSFM. (D) An optimized passive CLARITY 
method was applied to optically clear the retina as articulated in the Methods section. 
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Figure 2. LSFM imaging of the unscathed 3-D hemispherical retina. (A-B) The unscathed 

vasculature in the 3-D retina was used to define representative regions of interest. The white 

dashed line depicts the contour of the hemispherical retina. (C) The vertical sprouts, bridging 

the primary and secondary plexus, are highlighted in the representative 2-D section (red dashed 

lines in B) of the retinal vascular network. (D) 3-D vertical sprouts between the primary and 

secondary vascular plexus (blue box in B) are located in the nerve fiber layer and the outer 

plexiform layer. (E) The 3-D and (F) 2-D peripheral regions (orange box in B) of the retina are 

enlarged. (G) The maximum intensity projection and (H) depth color-coded images of the 

capillary network (dashed box in F). Scale bars: (A-C) 500 µm; (D) 100 µm; (E-F) 300 µm; (G-H) 

50 µm. Depth color-coded scale: 0~240 µm in (H). 
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Figure 3. Quantitative comparison between the regions of a healthy vascular network in 

P12 mice. (A) 3-D filament tracing of retinal vasculature was performed from the unscathed 

hemisphere retina under normoxic conditions. Representative 3-D rendering (B, D, F) and 

filament tracing (C, E, G) of different volumes of interest (VOI) were demonstrated in the central 

(B, C), middle (D, E), and peripheral (F, G) regions of the unscathed retina. (H-K) Quantification 

of the morphological and topological parameters: vessel lengths, vessel volumes, connectivities, 

and branching points for different VOIs from the retina, demonstrating the capability and 

flexibility of our pipeline to quantify specific regions of interest (p>0.05 using one-way ANOVA 

with Tukey post hoc analysis, n = 5 per each region). Scale bar: (A) 500 µm; (B-G) 100 µm. 
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Figure 4. The 3-D vascular network highlights the spatial variations in microvascular 

obliteration that occurred in the secondary plexus and vertical sprouts following 

hyperoxia-induced injury in P12 mice. 3-D rendering of the retinal vasculature was performed 

from the (A) normoxia and (B) OIR intact retinas, revealing statistically significant obliteration of 

microvasculature in the OIR retina in P12 mice. (C) 3-D filament tracing of the vasculature was 

performed in the OIR group. (D-E) The results of 3-D rendering were compared between the two 

volumes of interest (VOIs) in the normoxia (D) vs. OIR (E) groups, demonstrating the absence of 

secondary plexus and vertical sprouts in the OIR mice. (F) Immunofluorescence images of flat-

mount retinas only captured the phenotype in the primary plexus. (G) Quantification of the 

morphological and topological parameters revealed the statistically significant reduction in total 

vascular lengths, total volumes, connectivities and branching points in the OIR P12 mice (*p < 

0.05, ** p < 0.01 *** p < 0.001, by unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test, n = 5 per group). Scale bar: 

500 µm for A-C; 100 µm for D-E, 500 µm for F. 
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Figure 5. Quantification of the clustering coefficients for the retinal vasculature in P12 

mice under normoxia and OIR conditions. (A) Representative 3-D scatter plots of the 

clustering coefficients demonstrate all the branching nodes and terminal nodes traced. ~90% of 

the nodes have a cluster coefficient of zero (grey nodes). ~10% of the nodes have clustering 

coefficients ranging from 0.05 to 1 in both normoxia and OIR mice. (B) The histogram of 

clustering coefficients and degree of nodes demonstrates that the majority of the nodes have 

three connecting neighbors with a paucity of neighbor connection in a normoxia mouse. (C) 

Despite the significant reduction of the global connectivity and number of nodes, the OIR mouse 

demonstrated the same trend in local patterns as the normoxia mouse, with the majority of the 

nodes sharing three connecting neighbors with a paucity of neighboring connections. 
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Figure 6. Average clustering coefficients in different regions of the retina in P12 normoxia 

and OIR mice. (A) The retinas were divided into three regions (central, middle, peripheral) as 

previously described. The average clustering coefficients of three individual regions were 

calculated and compared between the two groups. (B) The average clustering coefficients 

indicate no statistically significant difference among all three regions in both groups, supporting 

the notion that the local connections and basic structure of the network are preserved despite 

vaso-obliteration in OIR retinas (p>0.05 for all comparisons by unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-

test, n = 5 per group). 
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Figure 7. Quantitative analysis of the volumes for the vertical sprouts and plexuses in P12 

normoxia and OIR mice. (A-B) Severe vaso-obliteration and depletion of vertical sprouts (in blue) 

and the secondary plexus (in yellow) were demonstrated in the 3-D rendering of the OIR group. 

(C-D) The quantification of the volume fraction of both sprouts and plexuses from both middle and 

peripheral regions indicate significant vessel depletion in the OIR group (*p < 0.05 vs. normoxia, 

by unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test, n = 5 per group). (E) The surface plot of the dice 

coefficients on different sizes of sliding windows and values of cutoff angles. (F) The 

representative VOI demonstrating the orientation color-coded 3-D rendering of the vascular 

network (X: Blue, Y: Green: Z: Red). Scale bar: 200 µm for A-B and 100 µm for F. 
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Figure S1. Schematic illustration and representative images of the automated 

segmentation for retinal vertical sprouts and plexuses in P12 mice in normoxia and 

OIR conditions. (A) The schematic plot indicates the distinct characteristics that 

distinguish the vertical sprouts and plexuses from each other which serve as the basis for 

the automated segmentation method. (B-C) The representative MIP images from the 

image stacks demonstrate the successful separation of the vertical sprouts and plexuses 

using automated segmentation for both normoxia and OIR P12. groups (sprout 

highlighted in a red box in OIR group). Scale bar: 500 µm. 
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Figure S2. Representative images comparing the P12 murine retinas with and 

without tissue clearing. (A) The detailed vasculature seen after tissue clearing using 

the CLARITY method is demonstrated using the maximum intensity projection (bottom) 

in comparison to the uncleared retina (top). (B) Gross images of P12 mouse retinas prior 

to (top) and after (bottom) modified CLARITY treatment. Scale bar: (A) 100 µm; (B) 1 mm. 
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Figure S3. A schematic diagram of LSFM. (A) The diagram depicts the individual 

optical components that are featured in the LSFM system. M1-7: mirror; PH: pinhole; ND: 

neutral density filter; BE: beam expander; S: slit; BS: beam splitter, CL: cylindrical lens; 

RL: Relay lens; IL: illumination lens; DL: detection lens. (B) Representative images 

depicting the point spread function (PSF) of the 0.53 µm fluorescent bead in the lateral 

and axial directions, respectively. The XZ-view provides the characteristics of the confocal 

zone (bordered by orange dotted lines). Scale bars in panel B represent 100 µm (i-axis) 

and 50 µm (ii-axis). 
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Figure S4. Schematic representation to quantify Euler characteristics and 

clustering coefficients. (A) Euler characteristic, χ, for the vascular network is 

determined by the numbers of loops and objects in a network rather than by the number 

of branching points. Both factors (loops and objects) generate new nodes and edges 

differently and contribute to the difference in the Euler characteristic value. The retinal 

vascular network is more reticular-like in structure (depicted by the middle row), resulting 

in a reduction in the χ value. V: Vertices, E: edges. (B) The definition of the clustering 

coefficient for a specific node (green) is calculated by dividing the existing links (red) over 

all possible links (blue) among neighboring nodes, such that the clustering coefficient of 

the representative schematic is 0.33. 
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Table S1. Average dice coefficients of various combinations of sliding window size and 
cutoff angle in the normoxia group. 

 
Table S2. Average dice coefficients of various combinations of sliding window size and 
cutoff angle in the OIR group.  

 
Table S3. Average dice coefficients of various combinations of sliding window size and 
cutoff angle in both groups combined. 
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Introduction 

Obesity is the major risk factor associated with the development of nonalcoholic fatty liver 

disease (NAFLD), affecting more than a third of American. adults, and the prevalence of 

severe obesity (BMI  35 kgm-2) is continuing to rise nationwide1. NAFLD is now one of 

the most common causes of cirrhosis requiring liver transplantation in the Western 

world2,3. A clinical challenge in the management of NAFLD resides in non-invasively 

detecting fatty liver (i.e., simple hepatic steatosis) and monitoring disease progression to 

steatohepatitis (hepatic inflammation), fibrosis (liver scarring), and ultimately cirrhosis4,5. 

While liver biopsy remains the gold standard for diagnosis of NAFLD, it carries a 

substantial risk of bleeding and is confounded by sampling bias and inter-observer 

variability6. While liver MRI proton-density fat fraction (PDFF) is recognized as the non-

invasive reference standard for validating liver fat infiltrate7,8, it is costly for underserved 

communities. While ultrasound is non-invasive, it is limited by spatial resolution and 

operator dependency 9,10. Thus, there remains an unmet clinical need to develop a non-

invasive and economic method that is operator-independent and portable for early 

detection of fatty liver disease. 

 To this end, we demonstrated in prior study the theoretical and experimental basis of 

electrical impedance tomography (EIT) for measuring liver fat content in the New Zealand 

White Rabbit model of atherosclerosis and fatty liver disease11. By virtue of tissue-specific 

electrical conductivity, fatty infiltrate in the liver was characterized by its frequency-

dependent electrical impedance (Z) in response to applied alternating current (AC)11. At 

low frequencies, the cell membranes impede the current flow, resulting in high 

conductivity, whereas at high frequency, they serve as the imperfect capacitors, resulting 

in tissue- and fluid-dependent impedance. This impedimetric property enables the 
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development of a multi-electrode array to measure tissue-specific conductivity, 

morphology, and changes in 3-D volume in response to changes in cardiac output or lung 

capacity12-15. A host of literature has demonstrated the application of EIT for functional 

studies of the brain, cardiac stroke volume, and respiratory ventilation (transthoracic 

impedance pneumography)16-19. 

In this context, we reconstructed liver frequency-dependent conductivity distribution 

with the multi-electrode array-acquired voltage data to demonstrate liver EIT.11 Applying 

the multi-electrode array, we performed EIT voltage measurements by biasing electrical 

currents (at 2-4 mA and 50-250 kHz) to the upper abdomen. The currents penetrated the 

body to varying depths, and the resulting boundary voltages were acquired by the 

electrodes. In response to the applied alternating current (AC), muscle and blood are 

more conductive than fat, bone, or lung tissue due to the varying free ion content.20,21 Fat-

free tissue such as skeletal muscle carries high water (~73%) and electrolyte (ions and 

proteins) content, allowing for efficient electrical conductivity (Sm-1), whereas fat-

infiltrated tissue such as fatty liver (steatosis)22 is anhydrous, resulting in a reduction in 

conductivity23. This impedimetric property provides the theoretical principle to apply the 

portable liver EIT for the early identification of fatty liver infiltrate with translational 

implications for the prevention of liver fibrosis and major adverse coronary events (MACE). 

Unlike EIT for cardiopulmonary function focusing on the differential conductivity 12-15, 16-19, 

we addressed the ill-posed inverse problem to demonstrate the absolute liver conductivity 

in 2-D. 

We recruited overweight/obese subjects to undergo liver 3T MRI scans, followed by 

voltage measurements via the flexible multi-electrode array (Swisstom AG, Switzerland) 

for EIT. MRI images were acquired to provide subject-specific a priori knowledge of the 
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liver geometry for performing liver segmentation and positioning to solve the inverse 

problem of EIT reconstruction. We further compared the subject-specific EIT conductivity 

with the liver MRI proton-density fat fraction PDFF as a reference standard for validating 

fatty liver infiltrate24. Next, we performed the Pearson’s correlation analyses between the 

EIT liver conductivity and demographic parameters, and also performed the correlation 

analyses between MRI PDFF and demographics parameters in terms of gender, BMI 

(kgm-2), age (years), waist circumference (cm), height (cm), and weight (kg). Following 

Bonferroni correction for multi-testing, correlation analyses revealed that liver EIT 

conductivity (Sm-1) and MRI PDFF were not correlated with these demographics; 

however, the EIT liver conductivity map was negatively correlated with the MRI PDFF. 

This inverse correlation between the EIT liver conductivity and MRI PDFF holds promises 

for developing non-invasive and portable liver EIT for early detection of silent fatty liver 

content in the healthy overweight/obese individuals 

 

Results 
 
Schematic workflow illustrates the steps to compare and validate the EIT 
reconstruction with MRI 
 
The recruitment of subjects followed the guidelines of the Human Subjects Protection 

Committee of UCLA, described in the method section. For the workflow and schematic 

setup (Fig 1), each subject would undergo a different series of MRI scans, including a 

30-min MRI multi-echo imaging to acquire the PDFF map of the liver. Next, EIT 

measurement with 32 electrodes attached to the subject’s abdominal region was 

performed right after the MRI scan to obtain the corresponding liver fat measurement. 

The average PDFF of the liver, as well as the EIT conductivity of the liver, were then 

quantified for validation and comparison.  
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Comparison between MRI multi-echo imaging and EIT images 
 
Liver MRI images provide a priori geometric information to reconstruct 2D EIT images. 

This information includes the boundary conditions for: 1) the abdominal cross-section, 

2) the peripheral tissues consisting of the skin, subcutaneous fat, and the ribs, and 3) 

the liver in the abdomen. With this information, liver EIT inverse problem was solved as 

described in the Methods section. For each subject, EIT liver conductivity and MRI 

PDFF were compared with the corresponding BMI value (Table 1). Also, the 

representative abdomen MRI images for anatomy and PDFF, liver segmentation 

(annotation), and liver EIT conductivity maps (Sm-1) were compared (Fig. 2). We 

observed that the MRI PDFF and EIT liver conductivity were not correlated with the 

magnitude of BMI. Despite a negative correlation with EIT, the MRI PDFF for Subject 17 

with a relatively lower BMI (BMI = 27.1 Kgm-2, PDFF = 6.2%, EIT = 0.3243 SM-1) was 

higher than that of Subject 3 with a high BMI value (BMI = 39.0 Kgm-2, PDFF = 3.82%, 

conductivity = 0.3296 SM-1). We also noted that MRI PDFF for Subject 11 with a low 

BMI value (BMI = 27.9 Kgm-2, MRI PDFF = 3.62%, EIT = 0.3473 SM-1) was lower than 

that of Subject 10 with a high BMI values (BMI = 34.3 Kgm-2, MRI PDFF = 16.44%, EIT 

= 0.3007 SM-1). Despite similar BMI (27.1 Kgm-2  vs. 27.9 Kgm-2), the percentages of 

MRI PDFF of Subject 17 was around two times higher than that of Subject 11 (6.20 vs. 

3.62 %). Notably, the MRI PDFF for Subject 10 (BMI = 34.3 Kgm-2) was more than 4 

times higher than that of Subject 3 (BMI = 39.0 Kgm-2). These inconsistent 

comparisons suggest that BMI may not be the ideal index for predicting the levels of 

fatty liver infiltrate, and Pearson’s correlation analyses were performed in the ensuing 

results. 
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EIT conductivity vs. MRI PDFF 

Using the MRI PDFF and EIT conductivity data from Table 1, we performed the 

Pearson’s correlation analyses and identified whether the magnitude of BMI correlates 

with the percentage of MRI PDFF or EIT conductivity. We demonstrated that the 

correlation between BMI and MRI PDFF (R = -0.037, p=0.89, n= 16) and the correlation 

between BMI and EIT (R = -0.19, p = 0.47, n= 16) were statistically insignificant (Fig. 

3A-B). However, the confidence interval plot revealed statistically significant negative 

correlation between EIT and MRI PDFF (R = -0.69, p = 0.003, n= 16) (Fig. 3C). This 

finding suggests that EIT conductivity may be used as an index for non-invasive 

detection method to quantify human liver fatty infiltrate. 

 

Correlation analyses with the demographic parameters, MRI PDFF, and EIT 

conductivity 

To demonstrate liver EIT for identification of fatty liver infiltrate in the enrolled subjects 

(BMI > 25), we performed correlation analyses with demographic parameters including 

age, waist circumference, height, and weight, respectively (Table 2). We compared the 

correlation coefficients between MRI PDFF and the demographic parameters (Fig. 4). 

Following the Bonferroni correction for multi-testing, the correlations with age (R = -0.13, 

p = 0.64, n= 16), waist circumference (R = -0.23, p = 0.4, n= 16), height (R = -0.59, p = 

0.016, n= 16) and weight (R = -0.41, p = 0.12, n= 16) were statistically insignificant. We 

further compared the correlation coefficients between liver EIT and demographic 

parameters (Fig. 5). The correlation with age (R = -0.1, p = 0.71, n= 16), waist 

circumference (R = -0.05, p = 0.85, n= 16), height (R = 0.63, p = 0.0092, n= 16) and 

weight (R = 0.19, p = 0.47, n= 16) were statistically insignificant. Thus, these analyses 
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corroborate that BMI and other demographic parameters were not correlated with liver 

fat infiltrate in our overweight/obese subjects. 

 

Discussion 
 

Non-invasive and cost-effective monitoring of fatty liver disease remains an unmet 

clinical need for the early identification of cardiometabolic disorders. While liver biopsy or 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have been performed to detect non-alcoholic fatty 

liver disease (NAFLD), the risk of complications, sampling errors and cost limit its clinical 

application for the general population. We hereby demonstrated the development of liver 

EIT as a non-invasive and portable detection method for quantifying liver fat content. We 

recruited 19 overweight/obese adults with BMI > 25 KgM-2 to undergo liver MRI scans. 

We performed the individual liver EIT measurements with a multi-electrode array, and we 

used the anatomic information to address the inverse problem for reconstructing the 

subject-specific EIT conductivity map. We performed correlation analyses on liver EIT vs. 

MRI PDFF in relation to the individual demographics25. To our best knowledge, this is the 

first demonstration of statistically significant negative correlation between EIT-acquired 

liver conductivity and MRI-quantified PDFF.  

EIT has been applied to clinical medicine over the past two decades. Diagnostic EIT 

was developed for pulmonary function and lung capacity23. For instance, respiratory 

monitoring was exhibited by transthoracic impedance pneumography26,27, and the 

cardiac output (CO) and stroke volume (SV) measurements were demonstrated via 

myocardial motion and blood volume,respectively28,29. EIT has also been applied for 

assessing conductivity in breast tissue and brain30. Using the multi-electrode 

configuration, we obtained voltage from the surface of the abdomen by injection of AC 
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current, to reconstruct the EIT conductivity map inside the liver. While EIT has been 

extensively studied,31-37 the nonlinear forward and inverse models for reconstructing the 

EIT conductivity map remain a computational challenge. The ill-posed inverse problem 

introduces issues of existence, uniqueness, and instability of the solution36. The non-

linear inverse model for EIT reconstruction requires a priori knowledge of the anatomic 

boundaries to enhance the spatial resolution for establishing the absolute conductivity 

value38. To improve the EIT reconstruction, investigators have integrated EIT with other 

imaging modalities, including co-registration with MRI39-41 and introduction of ultrasonic 

vibration to the target tissue in the presence of the magnetic field. This integration could 

generate inductive currents within the liver resulting in higher spatial resolution, thus 

obviating the need for a priori knowledge of the object geometry and location needed for 

EIT reconstruction42.  

Researchers have also applied other approaches to enhance the algorithm for 

solving the ill-posed inverse problem. For instance, particle swarm optimization (PSO) 

was applied via paradigm shift from the conventional Gauss-Newton methods for fast 

convergence and high spatial resolution to solve EIT43,44. Recent studies have applied 

machine learning, including Convolutional Neural Networks, to solve the non-linear ill-

posed inverse problem for accurate EIT reconstruction45,46. Hamilton et al. obtained 

absolute EIT images by combining the D-bar method with subsequent processing using 

convolutional neural networks (CNN) technique for sharpening EIT reconstruction45. Li 

et al. utilized deep neural networks (DNN) to directly obtain a nonlinear relationship 

between the one-dimensional boundary voltage and the internal conductivity46. 

Experimentally, the accuracy of EIT reconstruction may be further enhanced by 
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increasing the electrode arrays at multiple levels around the abdomen. This multi-level 

configuration would be able to inject the currents to and record the voltages from the 

entire liver. As a result, 3-D reconstruction of a liver conductivity distribution would be 

realized.  

As a corollary, we compared the liver anatomy with MRI PDFF distributions from a 

representative 3-D rendering (Fig S1A-B). The 3-D EIT conductivity map was 

reconstructed with the aid of the MRI multi-echo sequence as a priori knowledge (Fig 

S1C). The high-fat region in the MRI PDFF map (red dashed box) was also detected by 

the EIT demonstrating lower conductivity. The 3-D MRI and EIT analyses further 

support the negative correlation between MRI PDFF and EIT liver conductivity. The 3-D 

EIT conductivity map reveals the inhomogeneous fat distribution as supported by the 

MRI 3-D rendering images (Fig S1C). With additional scanning along the z-direction, a 

precise mapping could be reconstructed to unveil the details of the heterogeneous fat 

distribution.  

While MRI images provided the a priori knowledge to solve the ill-posed inverse 

problem for EIT reconstruction, alternative methods to provide such information would 

allow for low-cost liver EIT screening for the general population. A strain‐displacement 

conversion method for reconstructing the deformed shape of the object with the 

boundary conditions was proposed by Luo et al 47.  This method would potentially 

provide the outer abdomen boundary information by embedding the positional sensors 

in the EIT sensor belt. Another method is to apply differential EIT, which has the 

potential to identify the tissue-specific conductivity. If the two frequencies are correctly 

selected, it is possible to differentiate the fatty tissue from the non-fatty tissues or 
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organs by virtue of fatty tissue-specific electrical properties are distinguished from other 

tissues or organs (Table S1) 48,49 thus providing the peripheral layer boundaries 

information. Furthermore, using a large number of MRI image database, we may 

correlate the liver and peripheral layer boundaries with the waist circumferences. This 

correlation would provide a calibration curve between the boundary conditions and a 

demographic parameter. Thus, the aforementioned methods would be the future area of 

research to obviate the need for the MRI-acquired a priori knowledge to improve EIT 

reconstruction. 

To assess whether the preexisting medical conditions would influence the absolute 

EIT conductivity, we included the two subjects with electrolytes abnormities (n=18). We 

observed that the correlation value decreased from R = -0.69 (p = 0,003, n=16) to R= -

0.21 (p = 0.4, n=18 (Fig S2A). We further excluded 2 subjects with anemia, and we 

noted that the correlation improved from R = -0.69 (p = 0,003, n=16) to R = -0.70 (p = 

0.0049, n=14) (Fig S2B). These results were consistent with the impedimetric property 

underlying the composition of the liver in the setting of pre-existing conditions-

associated electrolyte disturbance. In this case, the presence of leukemia, renal failure, 

and anemia disrupted the homeostasis of the organ systems; thus, altering the liver 

conductivity. Thus, our fundamental and experimental analyses pave the way for 

defining our exclusion criteria for future subject enrolment. 

In summary, we enrolled overweight/obese subjects to undergo MRI scans and liver 

EIT measurements to generate the EIT conductivity map. We demonstrated that the 

increase in liver EIT conductivity is correlated with a decrease in MRI PDFF. As a 

corollary, we demonstrated that the 3-D EIT conductivity map also revealed the 
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heterogeneous distribution of fatty gradient as evidenced by the 3-D MRI PDFF. Our 

correlation analyses supported that subject-specific EIT offers a non-invasive and 

portable method for the detection of hepatic fat infiltrate; thereby, proving a translational 

basis for developing liver EIT suitable for operator-independent, low-cost identification 

and monitoring of fatty liver disease. 

Materials and Methods 

 
Study Design 
 
The recruitment of human subjects was conducted at the UCLA Center for Human 

Nutrition and Obesity in compliance with the UCLA Human Subjects Protection 

Committee. The study protocol (#15-001756) was approved by the UCLA Internal 

Review Board. All subjects provided written informed consent before participating in 

research procedures. We enrolled a total of 19 volunteers including, 15 females and 4 

males, from 27 to 74 years old with a waist circumference from 91 cm to 141.5 cm and 

body mass index (BMI) from 25.5 to 46.8 kg/m2 (Fig. 1). Inclusion criteria for all subjects 

included an age range between 20-75 years, ability to travel for phlebotomy for whole 

blood collection, no prescription or over-the-counter medications for weight loss, and 

absence of alcohol consumption, and no weight change > 5 pounds in the previous 3 

months. All subjects must be able to follow instructions and to consent. Exclusion 

criteria for all subjects included coronary artery disease on medications, claustrophobia, 

previous liver cancer, liver surgery, alcoholism (DSM-5 criteria: alcohol abuse or 

dependence), metallic implants or other factors hazardous to the MRI scanner as per 

the MRI safety guidelines, and body weight > 300 pounds (weight and size restrictions 

for undergoing MRI). Note that an MRI scan was performed to establish PDFF for 
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quantifying obesity-associated fatty liver. Clinical demographic and physical 

characteristics of human subjects were collected in terms of gender, BMI (kgm-2), age 

(years), waist circumference (cm), height (cm), and weight (kg) (Table 2). Following 

enrollment and consent, the subjects underwent a 30-min liver MRI scan, including 

multi-echo imaging for mapping the proton density fat fraction (PDFF) (Fig. 6). Next, EIT 

measurement was acquired by placing 32 electrodes to the upper abdominal region as 

indicated by the fiduciary markers immediately following the MRI scan (Fig. 6A). A pair 

of electrodes was used to inject the AC current to the abdomen, and the electrode array 

was used to record voltage by the pairwise algorithm (Fig. 6B). Liver MRI provided the 

a priori knowledge of the boundary conditions needed for the EIT conductivity map 

reconstruction and PDFF (Fig 6C-D). EIT conductivity map was reconstructed to 

distinguish the liver conductivity gradient from other tissues or organs (Fig. 6E). Finally, 

subject-specific EIT (conductivity map) was compared with the corresponding MRI 

PDFF (Fig. 6E).  

 
Determination of Liver MRI proton-density fat fraction PDFF  
 
Non-contrast-enhanced abdominal MRI scans were performed on a 3-Tesla system 

(Skyra or Prisma, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) using a body array and a spine array 

coils. The protocol included breath-held anatomical scouts, a breath-held T2-weighted 2-

D multi-slice half-Fourier single-shot turbo spin-echo (HASTE) sequence, and a breath-

held 3-D multi-echo gradient-echo sequence (TE = 1.23, 2.46, 3.69, 4.92, 6.15, 7.38 ms; 

TR = 8.94 ms, flip angle = 4 deg, typical field of view = 400 x 350 x 256 mm3, typical 

matrix size = 192 x 168 x 64, parallel imaging factor = 4, typical scan time = 19 sec) to 

quantify PDFF. Scanner software (LiverLab, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), which 
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utilized a multi-peak fat spectral model with single R2* for multi-step signal fitting, was 

used to calculate PDFF50. The MRI images and PDFF maps were saved in DICOM format 

and downloaded from the scanner for analyses.  

To ensure alignment of the subsequent EIT slice position to a corresponding mid-liver 

MRI slice, we affixed two to three MRI-visible fiducial markers (MR-SPOT 122, Beekley 

Medical, Bristol, CT) to the skin above the expected mid-liver region prior to performing 

the MRI scan (Fig 6A). The positioning of the fiducial markers was examined on the 

anatomical scouts. If needed, the MRI technologist would re-position the fiducial markers 

on the subject’s abdomen and re-acquire the scouts. At least one adjustment would be 

required, and this entire alignment required less than 3 minutes.  

The echo 1 (TE=1.23) magnitude images from the 3-D multi-echo gradient-echo 

sequence were used for contouring the body and the liver to create a 3-D anatomy model. 

An axial slice in the MRI PDFF maps that contained MRI-visible fiducial markers was 

selected for analysis. Five circular regions of interest (ROIs) with an area of 5 mm2 were 

delineated in the slice with fiducial markers by a trained researcher to avoid blood vessels, 

bile ducts, and imaging artifacts, and at least 1-2 cm away from the liver capsule. The 

mean PDFF from the ROIs (0-100%) was reported for each subject.  

 

Theoretical Framework for EIT reconstruction (EIDORS) 

The EIT imaging reconstruction was implemented as previously described11. Following 

the injection of a known current to the abdomen, an EIT conductivity map across the 

abdomen was reconstructed with a set of voltages recorded by with an electrode array 

placed on the surface of the upper abdomen (see Fig S3)7. With a priori knowledge of the 

target object (liver), the geometric boundary conditions were established with a high 
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degree of precision to mitigate instability inherent from the ill-posed EIT inverse 

problem51(Fig. 6D), and the solution was obtained by using a regularized Gauss-Newton 

(GN) type solver(Fig. S3). 

 

The Gauss-Newton (GN) type solver calculates the conductivity by minimizing  ∅, the 

l2 norm (the square root of the sum of the squares of the values) of the difference between 

the measured voltage 𝑉𝑜 , and a function of the conductivity 𝑓(𝜎): 

         ∅ = ‖𝑉𝑜 − 𝑓(𝜎)‖                                                                    (1) 

where 𝑓(𝜎) is considered to be the "forward problem" derived from the Laplace equations: 

𝛻 ∙ (−𝜎𝛻𝑉) = 0 (2) 

By taking the first order Taylor series expansion of ∅: 

∅ = ‖𝑉𝑜 − 𝑓(𝜎)‖ ≅ ‖(𝑉𝑜 − 𝑓(𝜎0)) − 𝐽(𝜎 − 𝜎0)‖  (3) 

where 𝜎0 is a reference conductivity value, and 𝐽 is the Jacobian matrix of our inverse 

problem.  

By setting 
∂∅

∂σ
= 0, we minimized ∅ and obtained 𝜎 as follows: 

𝜎 = 𝜎0 + (𝐽𝑇𝐽)−1𝐽𝑇(𝑉𝑜 − 𝑓(𝜎0)) (4) 

Equation (4) is an unconstrained GN form of the inverse problem. Due to the ill-posed 

nature of the EIT inverse problem, achieving a converged solution from this unconstrained 

GN form is challenging. The solution 𝜎 is highly sensitive to perturbations in voltage (𝑉) 

measurement which means a small noise in 𝑉 leads to instability in the final solution. A 

general method to mitigate the issue is to introduce a constraint term that sways the 

solution towards the preferred solution: 

∅2 = ‖𝜀‖2 + 𝜆‖𝛤𝜎‖2 (5) 
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To balance the tradeoff between fitting the error and constraining the solution from the 

undesired properties, we incorporated a constraint term, 𝜆‖𝛤𝜎‖2, to the objective function 

and the resulted form is commonly known as the Tikhonov Regularization. The coefficient,

𝜆, is the regularization parameter that suppresses the conductivity spikes in the solution 

space.  

 

With a priori conductivity within a similar area, the term , 𝛤,  was introduced as a 

“weighted” Laplacian operator that enables us to adjust more properties of the 

conductivity and suppress the non-smooth regions. Akin to the present work, this strategy 

is useful in medical imaging, where a priori anatomic information of individual organs was 

obtained from MRI multi-echo sequence and integrated with the EIT solutions. By 

applying the regulation term to equation (2), we generated the solution as follows:  

𝜎1 = 𝜎0 + (𝐽𝑇𝐽 + 𝜆𝛤𝑇𝛤)−1𝐽𝑇(𝑉 − 𝑓(𝜎0)) (6) 

To obtain the absolute conductivity mapping, we adopted an iterated approach by first 

assuming an arbitrary conductivity, 𝜎0, which is used to calculate 𝐽, 𝛤, and 𝑓(𝜎0). From 

equation (6), we calculated a new conductivity value set, 𝜎1 to generate a new set of 𝐽, 𝛤 

and 𝑓(𝜎1). The iteration continued until the difference between 𝜎𝑛  and 𝜎𝑛−1 reached a 

minimally desired value. 

In this study, we adopted the online open-source software suite EIDORS (version 3.8) 

for EIT image reconstruction. An inverse finite element model was aided with a mesh 

generator (Netgen) for the reconstruction of liver EIT image. Rather than using a 

presumed geometry for the finite element model, we combined the MRI multi-echo 

images-acquired geometric information with the multi-electrode-measured voltage data 
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to reconstruct the liver EIT conductivity map. As a result, the computational errors from 

the variations in the geometry of the abdomen of different subjects were reduced. 

 

EIT measurement and reconstruction for fat infiltrate 

Following MRI scans, the subjects underwent EIT measurement. The MRI-visible fiducial 

markers on the abdomen facilitated the circumferential positioning of EIT electrodes. Next, 

the subjects were instructed to perform the same breath-holds (e.g., end inspiration) as 

they did for the MRI scan to ensure that the EIT slice matched with the level of the mid-

liver MRI slice. Electrical measurement and data acquisition were conducted using the 

Swisstom EIT Pioneer Set (Swisstom AG, Switzerland). An array of disposable surface 

electrocardiogram electrodes (Covidien, Ireland) was attached to the skin of the subject, 

and each of them was connected to one of the 32 data acquisition channels of the 

Swisstom system, which was interfaced with the controlling computer via a separate 

module (Fig. 6A-B). The AC currents with programmable magnitude from 2-4 mA were 

injected to the upper abdomen at 50 kHz and 250 kHz respectively through the selected 

channels, and the resulting voltage responses were recorded by a separate pair of 

electrodes. A “skipping 4” pattern was used for current injection and voltage recording52 

(Fig. 6A). Based on the anatomy of the liver, we established both 2-D and 3-D forward 

models for EIT reconstruction using the EIDORS library. The acquired voltage data were 

used to calculate 2-D and 3-D conductivity distribution. Following EIT reconstruction of 

the liver conductivity maps, we compared the liver conductivity (Sm-1) and MRI PDFF 

with the subject-specific demographics, and we generated the confidence interval plots 

to demonstrate the correlation between liver EIT conductivity and MRI PDFF. 
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Statistical Analysis 

We performed correlation analyses in the context of the subjects’ demographics (n=19) 

(such as chronic lymphocytic leukemia and renal failure). We excluded one liver EIT 

measurement due to the malfunction of electrodes. We compared the differences in 

correlation values between the presence (n= 18) and the absence of pre-existing medical 

conditions that could disturb the circulation and tissue electrolytes (n=16). The correlation 

between liver conductivity and MRI PDFF was assessed by Pearson’s correlation 

analysis and the Bonferroni correction for multi-testing. The comparison between EIT and 

demographics, and between MRI PDFF and demographics, were analyzed for statistically 

significant coefficients and 95% confidence interval using Pearson’s correlation analysis 

in R. 
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Figure 1. Schematic workflow of the comparison and validation of the MRI and EIT. 
Volunteers were recruited in line with the UCLA Institutional Human Subjects Protection 
Committee. Multi-echo MRI scans were performed to provide the liver anatomy and 
proton density fat fraction (PDFF), followed by the EIT measurements. Finally, the EIT 
conductivity maps were reconstructed and the MRI PDFF was used to quantify fatty liver 
infiltrate and to compare with EIT liver conductivity. 
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Figure 2. Representative MRI multi-echo and EIT images. Four representative 

subjects with different BMI values (Kgm-2) were compared with MRI PDFF (%) and EIT 

conductivity (SM-1), respectively. The transverse MRI views demarcate the liver anatomy, 
the fat fractions provide the corresponding MRI PDFF, annotation reveals the liver 
boundary condition following image segmentation, and 2-D EIT images unveil the 

abdomen conductivity distribution and average liver conductivity. The subject 17 with a 

BMI of 27.1 Kgm-2 developed a relatively high MRI PDFF (6.2%) and a low EIT liver 

conductivity (0.3243 SM-1); whereas the subject 3 with BMI of 39 Kgm-2 developed a 

relatively low MRI PDFF (3.82%) and high EIT liver conductivity (0.3296 SM-1). However, 

the subject 11 with BMI of 27.9 Kgm-2 developed a relatively low MRI PDFF (3.62%) in 

association with a relatively high EIT liver conductivity (0.3473 SM-1), and the subject 10 

with BMI of 34.3 Kgm-2 also developed a relatively high MRI PDFF (16.44%) in 

association with a low EIT liver conductivity (0.3007 SM-1). These initial comparisons 
suggest inconsistent correlations between BMI and MRI PDFF and EIT liver conductivity. 
Scale bar: 8 cm. 
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Figure 3. Statistical analyses of BMI vs. MRI PDFF and vs. EIT liver conductivity. (A) 
BMI values are not correlated with MRI PDFF. (Pearson correlation coefficient R = - 0.037, 
p = 0.89, n=16). (B). BMI values were also not correlated with EIT liver conductivity values 
(R = - 0.19, p = 0.47, n=16). (C) EIT liver conductivity values were negatively correlated 
with MRI PDFF (R = -0.69, p = 0,003, n=16). The shaded areas reflect the 95% confidence 
intervals of the linear slopes. 
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Figure 4. MRI PDFF vs. age, waist, height, and weight. The Pearson correlation 
coefficients (R) and p values were analyzed for age, waist circumference, height, and 
weight, respectively. The circles denote female subjects and triangles denote male 
subjects. The 95% confidence intervals of the linear slopes are illustrated as shaded 
area. R values are -0.13 for age (p = 0.64, n= 16), - 0.23 for waist circumference (p= 
0.4, n=16), -0.59 for height (p= 0.016, n= 16)., and -0.41 for weight (p= 0.12, n= 16), 
demonstrating low to intermediate correlation with MRI PDFF. 
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Figure 5. EIT liver conductivity vs. age, waist, height, and weight. The R values for 
age (R = - 0.1, p = 0.71, n= 16), waist circumference (R = - 0.05, p= 0.85, n=16), height 
(R = 0.63, p = 0.0092, n=16) and weight (R = 0.19, p = 0.47, n=16) demonstrate low to 
intermediate correlation with EIT conductivity. 
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Figure 6. Schematic of EIT measurement, reconstruction, and 2-D representation. 
(A) Schematic illustrates circumferential electrode placement around the abdomen for 
pairwise voltage measurements. The fiducial markers indicate the anatomic level at 
which the multi-electrode array was circumferentially positioned for liver EIT 
measurements. (B) Thirty-two electrodes were adhered to the abdomen, as indicated by 
the fiducial markers. The recorded voltage signals were input to a signal adaptor and 
the data acquisition channels for EIT measurements. A representative MRI multi-echo 
image demarcates the boundary conditions (C) and PDFF map (D) for the abdomen, 
liver, stomach and spleen. S1: Stomach, S2: Spleen, S3: Spine. (E) A representative 2-
D EIT image reveals the conductivity distribution. Scale bar: 8 cm. 
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Table 1. List of BMI (Kgm-2), MRI PDFF (%) and EIT liver conductivity of all subjects.  

(SM-1).  
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Table 2. Demographics of overweight/obese subjects. The demographics of 19 
subjects including sex, BMI, age, waist circumference, height, and weight, are 
demonstrated.  
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Figure S1. 3-D MRI PDFF mapping vs. 3-D EIT image. (A) The representative 3-D liver 
boundary condition was established following segmentation of the MRI multi-echo 
imaging. (B) 3-D MRI PDFF mapping reveals a heterogeneous distribution of MRI PDFF. 
The red dashed box highlights the region with a relatively high fat fraction. (C) 3-D EIT 
image unveils the heterogeneous gradient of conductivity. The dash red box is consistent 
with that of MRI PDFF mapping. Thus, the 3-D comparison between MRI multi-echo 
imaging and EIT image further supports the correlation between MRI fat fraction and EIT 
conductivity. Scale bar: 5 cm. 
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Figure S2. Sub-analysis of EIT liver conductivity vs. MRI PDFF for all subjects and 
additional exclusion of anemic subjects. (A) The negative correlation between EIT 
conductivity and MRI PDFF was reduced to R=-0.21 in the presence of preexisting 
medical conditions implicated in disturbing tissue electrolytes (p = 0.4, n= 18). (B) The 
correlation between EIT liver vs. MRI PDFF was increased to R = -0.70 in the absence 
of anemia subjects (p = 0.0049, n=14). The shaded areas reflect the 95% confidence 
intervals of the linear slopes. 
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Figure S3. Schematic flow of EIT reconstruction. (A) “Skipping 4” pattern was used for both 
current injection and voltage acquisition. There were 4 electrodes separating each pair of 
stimulating and detecting electrodes. (B) EIT reconstruction was established by solving the 
inverse problem via a regularized Gauss-Newton (GN) type solver.  
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Table S1 Conductivities of human tissues at 50 kHz [Sm-1]. 
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